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Datan keruun määrän kasvaessa joka puolella yrityksiä, IT-järjestelmien lisenssimaksujen 

juostessa sekä valtioliittoumien ja valtioiden yrityksille määräämän sääntelyn tiukentuessa, 

työkaluja ja metodeja yritysten operaatioiden seuraamiseksi ja kerätyn datan hyödyntämiseksi 

tarvitaan yhä enenevissä määrin. Tässä diplomityössä esitellään ja käyttöönotetaan prosessien 

louhinnan sekä lean six sigma menetelmien yhdistelmä, jota käytetään analysoitaessa yhtä 

kohdeyrityksen perusprosessia. 

 

Tutkimusmenetelmänä työssä käytetään kvantitatiivista analyysiä. Analyysissä hyödynnetään 

QPR ProcessAnalyzer työkalua. Työkalu sisältää useita eri prosessien louhinnan algoritmeja, 

joista työhön on valittu Process discovery, Confromance checking sekä Root Causes. Nämä 

algoritmit valikoituivat työhön, koska niiden avulla pystytään tutkimaan prosessia työn vaatimista 

näkökulmista. Näkökulmat, joista prosessia halutaan tutkia, ovat prosessin läpimenoaika sekä 

ensimmäisellä kerralla oikein menevien tapausten osuus. Läpimenoajalla tarkoitetaan aikaa, joka 

yhdeltä yksiköllä menee kulkea prosessin läpi ja ensimmäisellä kerralla oikein menevien tapausten 

osuus tarkoittaa tapauksien osuutta, jotka kulkevat ennalta määritetyn prosessin mukaisesti. 

 

Analyysin perusteella nähdään, että lean six sigman sekä prosessien louhinnan yhdistelmän avulla 

pystytään tutkimaan prosessia riittävissä määrin prosessin läpimenoajan sekä ideaaliprosessia 

seuraavien tapausten prosenttiosuuden näkökulmista. On kuitenkin huomioitava, että mikäli 

analysoitavaan prosessiin kytketty datan keruu ei ole riittävää tai jos prosessin suoritukseen liittyvä 

datan määrä on hyvin pieni, luotettavaa analyysiä ei pystytä tekemään. Työssä myös huomataan, 

että jos yrityksessä on jo käytössä raportoinnin tarpeisiin määritelty työkalu, prosessin 

suoriutumisen seuraamista varten saatetaan joutua toteuttamaan useampi raportti.
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As the amount of the data gathered from every aspect of companies has arisen, the IT-system 

license payments are running and the legislation of Unions and countries aimed to companies is 

tightening, more methods and tool to get better view about the operations and to use the gathered 

data are needed. In this master thesis, a combination of process mining and lean six sigma is 

presented and implemented to analyze one of the core processes of the case company.  

 

As a research method, a quantitative analysis is selected. QPR ProcessAnalyzer tool is used during 

this analysis. The used tool includes multiple number of process mining algorithms, from which 

Process discovery, Conformance checking and Root Causes are selected to be used during the case 

study. These algorithms are selected to be part of this master thesis since they are meant to be used 

to analyze processes from the predefined point of views. These predefined points of views are 

process lead time and first-time-right rate. In general, lead time represents time that one unit takes 

to go through the process and the first-time-right rate represents the percentage of the cases that 

are going through the predefined ideal process. 

 

Based on the analysis, the combination of lean six sigma and process mining can be used to 

research the process from the lead time and first-time-right rate point of views to a sufficient extent. 

However, if the data gathering of the process under analysis is not sufficient or not enough data 

about the process execution does not exist, not reliable analysis can be made. It is also noted, that 

if companywide reporting tool already exists, more than one report for the process control may 

needs to be built.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Purpose of the study and background  

 

The purpose of this master thesis is to gather information about process mining tool 

implementation and process optimization with the combination of process mining (PM) and Lean 

Six Sigma (LSS) define, measure, analyze, improve and control (DMAIC) problem-solving model 

for the case company. This master thesis provides an example framework, that combines PM 

methods with LSS DMAIC and the framework is used to analyze the case specific business 

process. The aim of this master thesis is formatted more specifically as research questions in the 

chapter 1.2. 

 

The topic is relevant for the case company since it has lately started to implement internal business 

process development project. The purpose of the project is to remove waste and increase the first-

time-right rate by identifying bottlenecks and irrelevant parts of the processes and by revealing 

areas to which it should target more resources for employee training. Since LSS DMAIC is 

generally recognized problem-solving method, for waste reduction from processes, it is selected 

to be the most suitable tool in this case. 

 

As a part of the process development project, the case company has planned to start to use PM tool 

called QPR ProcessAnalyzer (QPR PA). Since the implementation work of QPR PA, including 

clarification of the business process, finding the necessary data tables, definition for relations 

between tables and planning and implementation of data export to the QPR PA algorithm, is 

ongoing, parallel with the writing of this master thesis, the literature review of this master thesis 

includes theory about the SAP as a data source system. The idea of the theory part is to give a 

better view for the author of the possible obstacles that the data gathering from the SAP system 

may cause. It also creates a base for the first step of the case during which the data model for the 

PM tool is introduced. 

 

The importance of the study comes from three facts. First, in the era of the digitalization which we 

are currently living, more and more data about the internal business processes is available. The 

data is collected via tools such as Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP) and Customer 
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Relationship Management systems (CRM). The use of licenses for these tools are expensive and 

that is why the interest to get more advantage from the tools has arisen. Since business processes 

are running continuously, the amount of data is getting enormous  and the manual observation gets 

difficult (Sarno, Sinaga and Sungkono 2020). PM is one of the opportunities which is created to 

release the value of the data by discovering, monitoring and improving processes by using data 

that is structured to describe case specific process path, called an event log data (Van der Aalst 

2011). The concept of an event log is opened more closely later on in this master thesis. PM 

software tools are also becoming available to use with aforementioned enterprise process 

management systems (Tiwari, Turner and Majeed 2017). 

 

The second fact is that the interest in monitoring business processes has increased. That is caused 

firstly by the new legislation as the Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) Act in U.S., Minimum requirements 

for risk management (MaRisk) in Germany and The Keeping the Promise for a Strong Economy 

Act also known as Bill 198 or Canadian Sarbanes-Oxley Act (C-SOX), in Canada and increased 

emphasis on corporate governance is forcing organizations to monitor their business more closely. 

Secondly, a constant pressure to improve the performance and to make business processes more 

efficient exists. (Van der Aalst et al. 2007) 

 

The third fact is that the PM is a relatively young field, since most of the process mining papers 

are published after 2001 (Tiwari, Turner, and Majeed 2017). However, the combination of PM and 

LSS is an even younger field in the context of business process development and the first master 

thesis about the topic has been published in 2017 by Wei Zhong. Wei Zhong noticed in his thesis, 

that since he researched only the combination of PM and LSS in the field of finance, more research 

in multiple fields is needed to verify the advantages of the combination. 

 

 

1.2 Research question, limitations and assumptions 

 

The case company has defined two different cases to be analyzed in this master thesis:  

Case 1: Cases in which the time between the start of the process and the end of the process, 

known as lead time, exceeds seven days. 

https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=53264815700&zone=
https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=56667523700&zone=
https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57189996441&zone=
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Case 2: Cases that are not following predefined first-time-right process steps during the 

process. 

The first-time-right process, mentioned in case 2, is defined more closely later in this master thesis. 

In general, the case is perceived as first-time-right case, if the process path of the case does not 

include any extra steps that are not defined in the first-time-right process model. 

 

While analyzing these two problematic cases, effective attributes are needed to be found. With 

effective attributes it should be possible to target training to the certain group of people executing 

the process and to see whether the source of problematic cases is the process from which the input 

to this process come from. Since the main focus of this master thesis is to analyze a case company 

specific business process via the combination of PM with LSS, the research question can be formed 

as follows: 

 

“Is it possible to combine Lean Six Sigma DMAIC improvement steps and Process Mining 

algorithms in a way that can be used to find cases exceeding seven days lead time or that are not 

following the first-time-right process?” 

 

The time limitation of the master thesis and the features of the DMAIC process need to be 

considered. These two relate to each other heavily. The idea of DMAIC process in general is to 

develop business in a long term, meaning that results can be often seen after months or even years. 

However, the time limitation for the whole master thesis implementation is six months and the 

case company has set four months’ time limit for PM tool implementation and process analysis. 

That is the reason why the master thesis focuses mostly on the analysis phase of DMAIC. This 

also ensures that the case company gets the knowledge on how PM can be used to analyze business 

processes and helps business representatives to see the potential and wide range of features of the 

implemented tool. 

 

The process that is analyzed during this master thesis sets more limitations. Since the process is 

case company specific core business process, findings can’t be generalized to all existing 

processes. The process sets limitations for the nature of the master thesis, meaning that the process 

needs to be kept secured and the real names of any process related objects can’t be used. This leads 
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to the assumption that it is possible to research and provide all the needed information, without 

revealing any sensitive information about the business process. 

 

To be able to analyze the process during this thesis, it needs to be assumed that enough data for 

statistical analysis exists. The case company has confirmed that the process is newly renovated. 

From this point of view, the amount of data, collected from the new process, can set limitations 

for the accuracy of the statistical analysis and for the process discovery, both of which are parts of 

the PM procedure. Van der Aalst et al. (2007) selected to use data that was gathered after the newly 

renovated system had been running for a several months to avoid “startup effects”. Since the new 

process started to run closely at the same time as the author started to write this master thesis, it is 

not possible to ignore data from several first months. A conclusion that startup effects can cause 

harm during the analysis part of this master thesis can be made, and it is needed to assume that 

ignoring data from the first month is enough to avoid startup costs. 

 

This master thesis also provides information about the effect of using SAP as a data source for 

PM. This information is provided during the literature review. The idea of providing information 

from data source point of view, is to create base for the first steps of the case during which an 

evaluation of needed implementation work for the PM project is defined. Since no theory about 

the data modeling such as table relations and data requirements are provided, it is assumed that the 

reader should have the basic knowledge about data modeling and databases. 

 

1.3 Significance of the study and methods  

 

This master thesis creates long term and short-term significance for the case company. The short-

term significance arise from the fact that the PM tool is implemented, one business process is 

analyzed and some process performance improvement areas are recognized during this master 

thesis. Also, the KPI measurement system created during this master thesis helps the case company 

to understand the performance of the case process and to target trainings for the right parts of the 

company. In addition, the understanding of the case process has increased within the group of 

business development representatives. 
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The long-term significance is based on the knowledge improvements in the areas of the 

information management and the process management. Firstly, improvements in the area of the 

information management means that the knowledge about the requirements of the advanced 

process management such as PM can be taken into consideration during the further information 

system development and purchases. Secondly, the knowledge about these requirements helps the 

case company to estimate the quality of their data from the PM point of view. With the right kind 

of and detailed enough data collected from the process execution systems, the process performance 

analysis can be executed in a way that the real root causes and bottlenecks can be detected. 

  

In summary, improvements in the area of the process management means that the case company 

gets the understanding of the potential of the PM. With that understanding, the performance of the 

business processes can be started to be measured with the process performance indicators such as 

lead time and first-time-right rate that can be used to describe the performance of any specific part 

of the process. Improvements in the area of process management can help the case company to 

manage its business better in changing competitive environment and it enables pursuing the 

competitive advantage. 

 

Quantitative analysis done by using the combination of LSS DMAIC and PM were the selected 

method in this project. However, the exact tool used in this project is QPR ProcessAnalyzer which 

includes wide range of algorithms for event log data analysis. Algorithms such as Process 

discovery, Conformance checking and Root Causes are the ones used during the case study. These 

algorithms are selected after testing wide range of algorithms and these are perceived useful for 

finding reasons behind problematic cases. Further, process discovery algorithm is noticed to be a 

visual way to represent the real process for the development managers of the case company and 

the not straightforward going process has arisen discussions about the functionalities of the data 

source system and its further development. Each of these algorithms are opened more closely later 

in this master thesis. However, since all of these algorithms are algorithms from an enterprise 

software, specific information is not available and that is why this master thesis describes other 

existing algorithms that are created for the very same purpose. 
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1.4 Implementation of the study and structure of the report 

 

As mentioned in the chapter 1.1. the implementation work of the PM tool is ingoing at the same 

time as the author is writing this master thesis. During the implementation project, the author is 

needed to put effort to define all the needed data tables from the source system, to define new 

calculated attributes that may give needed information about the process, to arrange multiple 

workshops with the different stakeholders such as technical consultants, business development 

representatives and other process mining and process development key representatives. Author is 

needed to implement process modeling and act as quality controller from the process related data 

point of view. Because of the extraordinary time of Covid-19, most of this work is needed to be 

done remotely. 

 

In general, the implementation of this master thesis can be separated in three phases. The first 

phase can be called study phase during which the most of the learning from the process and from 

the theoretical point of view happens. In practice, the first phase includes parts of define phase of 

DMAIC since the process is needed to be defined. Also, all the technical aspects such as data tables 

and technical procedures for data transformation from transaction form to the event log data form 

is needed to be defined. In addition, most of the theory is needed to be internalized to be able to 

start case implementation. 

 

The second phase can be called case implementation phase. During the case implementation the 

new tool is learned to use and the most suitable algorithms from it for measurements and analysis 

are selected. Most time during case phase is spend while analyzing the data and planning and 

implementing KPI reports for the business representatives and while writing the master thesis. 

During this phase the discussions between the author and the business representatives is needed to 

make sure that the scope of the master thesis project stays as planned. Also, some corrective work 

related to the work done during the study phase is needed to be done. 

 

The last phase can be called closing. During the closing phase, the final results of the analysis is 

needed to be represented for the business representatives and ideas about the further development 

are given. This phase also includes technical documentation related to the technical 

implementation of the tool and the event log data building. All of the aforementioned phases drives 
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the project to the goal of creating system that can be used to find problematic cases in the process, 

to find attributes and process steps that causes those problematic cases and to show the case 

company how to use process mining for business development. 

 

The structure of this master thesis is described as an input output diagram (figure 1). This master 

thesis starts with the introduction chapter to which business requirements and selected methods 

are provided with the collaboration between the author and the case company. Also, the field 

related information such as the need to research the combination of LSS and PM is provided by 

the author. The idea of the chapter 1 is to introduce the need for the master thesis and to arise 

interest of the reader to the topic. Output of chapter 1 is a set of limitation in which the thesis needs 

to stay, research questions to which the rest of the literature review create a base and to which the 

case tries to find answers and also a set of assumptions that are needed to be done. 
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Figure 1. Input-Output -diagram of the master thesis 

 

During the chapter 2 input such as theme of the research question and the introduced methods are 

opened more closely. This means that the chapter 2 makes literature review around the topic of 

PM, such as types of PM, an event log and different algorithms. During the chapter 2, the 

theoretical combination of LSS and PM is introduced and information related to the SAP system 

as data source is provided. Chapter 2 is important for the understanding of the chapter 3 since it 

gives the theoretical background to which all the work presented in chapter 3 is related. 

 

In the chapter 3 the case study is implemented. At the start of the chapter 3, the needed 

implementation work is evaluated from the problematic cases point of view. In practice, the need 

for data used later in chapter 3 is defined. Next, the combination of LSS and PM that is represented 

during chapter 2 is used to detect the problematic cases and possible improvement areas and to 

represent KPI measurements that can be used in future for the high level process control. The 
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output of chapter 3 is a list of problematic cases, knowledge about the improvement areas for the 

case process and the KPI measurement system mentioned above. Since the LSS DMAIC problem 

solving process is often used as a process improvement project report framework, the results from 

the analysis are presented also in the chapter 3. 

 

The chapter 4 includes discussions related to the case study and conclusions that are made based 

on the results gotten as an outcome from the chapter 3. In the chapter 4, the answer to the research 

question introduced in chapter 1 is presented and discussed critically. In addition, ideas for the 

further research in the field on process management by using the combination of LSS and process 

mining are described.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

As it is mentioned above, this master thesis provides information about PM, PM tool 

implementation and combination of PM and LSS. In this chapter theoretical background for the 

case study is provided. From PM point of view, this chapter provides deeper information about 

event logs, algorithms and Petri net. From PM tool implementation point of view, this chapter 

focus to give information about data and data sources. From LSS point of view, this chapter shows 

in which parts of the DMAIC process outcomes of PM can be used. 

 

Van der Aalst, W. (2011) states that PM can offer possibility to “close” the BPM life-cycle. This 

statement means that PM can help to execute five phases of the BPM life-cycle, called DMEMO 

(Design, Model, Execute, Monitor, and Optimize), by analyzing deviations and improving the 

quality of the process models. Szelągowski (2018) points out that DMEMO is analogous to 

DMAIC, meaning that PM should be able to “close” DMAIC process as well. This notion creates 

the base for the chapter 2.3. 

 

2.1 Process mining 

 

Van der Aalst (2011) notes that PM can be seen as “the missing link between data science and 

process science”. This means that PM combines for example algorithms and statistics from data 

science with the workflow management and the business process management from process 

science. Figure 2 illustrates the positioning of PM between process science and data science. Since 

PM connects both data science and process science, it is much more than process discovery and 

conformance checking, that have been perceived as the core of PM. That is why it can be said that 

PM objectives overlaps with approaches, methodologies, principles, methods, tools, and 

paradigms from data science and process science. More practically PM can be characterized to 

start from event log data, which is the data format for PM tools, and to end to use of various process 

models (Van der Aalst 2011). By using algorithms, such as fuzzy-miner, alpha-miner or genetic-

miner, on the event logs, it is possible to discover process models which can be used to detect 

bottlenecks in the process or to research social networks between employees.  
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Figure 2. Process mining can be seen as a bridge between Process science and Data science (Van 

der Aalst 2011). 

 

As mentioned, PM models processes by using algorithms. Process modeling for example for ERP 

system development has been noticed to be a task that includes multiple steps, consumes a 

significant amount of time and produces labor and material costs (Kapulin, Russkikh and Moor 

2019). According to Van der Aalst (2011), manually made process models, in most cases, do not 

corresponds to reality and they provide the idealized view about the process. The problem with the 

use of idealized processes is that the decision makers can be misled to make improvements at the 

wrong parts of the process which can transform the process further away from the real ideal state. 

Because of the costly nature of the process modelling and the problematic of the manually made 

process models, the need for the combination of event log data and PM exists. Mentioned problems 

can be solved since the goal of the PM is to extract process-related information from event log 

data (Van der Aalst 2011). For example, PM can automatically discover process models by using 

event log gathered by source systems as ERP or CRM. Meaning that PM makes the modelling 
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process autonomous and fast. Jans et al. 2011 points out that the objectivity of PM guarantees that 

models work without making any presumptions. PM makes it possible to extract process model 

from event log data, in a way, that the model is not biased towards any expectations that researcher 

can have in a form of idealized process.  

 

Günther and Van der Aalst (2007) notes in their research that PM is a line of research attempting 

to use log data to extract abstract and compact representation of processes. The log data should be 

appreciated as historical execution data. Also, Wu (2007) points out that the BPA (Business 

Process Analysis) based on the outcomes of PM is focused on event history, meaning that it is not 

necessary guarantee of the future events. However, since PM is focused on historical data, readily 

available in enterprise systems, it provides possibilities for monitoring internal controls and 

changes. According to Jans et al. (2011) and Van der Aalst (2011) especially processes that 

demand the four-eyes principle, which means for example that a specific document needs to be 

read through by at least two persons before final approval, can be monitored via social network 

analysis.  

 

Social network analysis in figure 2a can be used to illustrate the situation of four-eyes principle. If 

it is assumed that the social network is created using only an event log data about specific 

document flow, and the process is designed in a way that the document should be seen at first by 

Sue and after that by Ellen, it can be noticed that direct arrow from Sue to Ellen does not exist. It 

can’t be said that the document is not seen by both Sue and Ellen but it can be noted that the 

process is not running as planned and it should be inspected further. Also, the effect of the changes 

in processes can be monitored and easily compared with the process before changes. This kind of 

monitoring can help decision-makers to see whether the changes made in the process are having 

positive or negative effect to the process. Figure 2b illustrates a fictive process from figure 2a after 

major development of the process. It can be noted that the major document flow goes from Sue to 

Ellen. 
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Figure 2a / 2b. Example of noisy social network about document handling between coworkers. / 

Example of the same social network after major process development. 

 

As it is already mentioned, PM can automatically discovers process models from an event log data 

without any a-priori information. This type of PM is called process discovery and it is one of three 

basic types of PM. For example, Alpha-algorithm, one of the multiple PM algorithms, can be used 

to model an event log data and to discover a Petri net representation of the mined process. It is also 

possible to discover other types of process models, such as social network, with this type of PM. 

However, in most cases, more advanced process models require more advanced event log meaning 

that the event log needs to include for example human resource information. Discovery is one of 

the three types of PM. (Van der Aalst 2011) 

 

From the figure 3, can be seen that all three basic types of PM are positioned between the (process) 

model and the event log. Figure 3 shows that the discovery type of PM only used to create (process) 

models from event log data and that is why the discovery arrow is pointing only from event logs 

to (process) models. Input output flows in figure 4 visualizes the process flow through all three 

different types of PM and it show that the discovery only requires an event log to produce the real 

process model. 
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Figure 3. Positioning of the three main types of process mining with in enterprise environment. 

(Van der Aalst 2011) 

 

The second type of PM is called conformance, or conformance checking, and it can be used to 

compare the real process, mined from the event log data, with the existing ideal process model 

(Sonawane and Patki 2015; Van der Aalst 2011). The comparison between ideal process models 

and the real processes is described in figure 3 as a two-way arrow between (process) model and 

event logs. Conformance can gain insight for enterprises whether the real processes follows 

procedures or are the procedures circumvented (Jans et al. 2011). For example, the four-eyes 

principle mentioned above is one of the possible procedures that can be monitored via 

conformance. By using conformance to compare the event log data and the model specifying 

requirements, potential fraud cases can be discovered (Jans et al. 2011; Van der Aalst 2011). As a 

summary, the advantage of the conformance is that it can be used to detect, locate and explain 

deviations and also to measure the effect of these deviations.  
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It is reasonable to note that many of the real processes have not been designed purposely and are 

not optimized, meaning that they have been evolved over time and are not necessarily defined or 

modelled. In these cases conformance can’t be used directly but the advantages of PM can be 

reached by using process discovery. These kinds of cases are more interesting as they are not 

limited to re-discovering the already known process model, but to unveil previously hidden 

information. (Günther and Aalst 2007) 

 

The third type of PM is called enhancement and the idea of it is to improve the existing model by 

using the information about the real process mined from the event log data. In other words, 

enhancement aims to update and extend the ideal process model. Van der Aalst (2011) represents 

two types of enhancement; repair and extension. The idea of repair is to update a model to project 

reality better. For example, if two activities are modelled to happen at the same time but in reality 

they always happen sequentially, then a model could be updated to follow reality. The idea of 

extension is to add new perspectives to the modelled process by adding extra information from an 

event log data. For example, a process model can be extended with waiting times and service times. 

By doing so, the performance of the activities can be discovered and the extended model can be 

used to detect bottlenecks and throughput times (Sonawane and Patki 2015). 

 

 

Figure 4. Input-Output -diagram of main types of PM (Van der Aalst et al. 2011) 

 

In addition to these three types of PM, represented above, Musilla et al. (2018) note that PM offers 

a wide range of techniques for business process improvements. These techniques include 
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compliance checking, performance analysis, process monitoring and prediction, and operational 

support. For example, Leontjeva et al. (2015) have researched predictive monitoring of business 

processes, which is a category of PM methods that aims to predict a runtime and the outcome of 

the case as early as possible from its current incomplete trace. However, all of these additional 

techniques can be counted to be parts of the main types of PM. 

 

PM is noticed to have multiple use cases and multiple points of views in which it can be utilized 

(Tiwari, Turner, and Majeed 2017.). Van der Aalst (2011) points out the following perspectives: 

the control-flow, the organizational, the case and the time perspective. According to Wu et al. 

(2019) the control-flow perspective is the most important one PM perspective but other 

perspectives can deepen the analysis. Jans et al. (2011) uses the process perspective name for the 

control-flow. The process perspective represents this perspective better, since it consider for 

example the order of the activities in the event log, in the other word the process. The aim of the 

process perspective is to give a clear answer for the question “Which paths are followed?” and 

visualize it for example in terms of a Petri net, in terms of a event-driven process chains (EPCs) 

or in terms of a business process modeling notation (BPMN) (Jans et al. 2011).  

 

The organizational perspective considers on resource information that can be found from the event 

log one is using (Van der Aalst 2011). For example, the organizational perspective could aim to 

find actors, as human resources, roles or departments, that are involved to the process and to find 

relations between these actors. The goal is to to find the answer to the question “Who?” by 

classifying people in terms of role and department or by forming the social network between these 

people and organizations. The case perspective considers the properties of cases. Van der Aalst 

(2011) notes that cases can be characterized by their paths inside the process or by the originators 

working on it. From other point of view, cases can be seen as the values of corresponding elements 

of data. For example, if a case is to order a replenishment transportation, it could be reasonable to 

check the transportation form of the old supplier and the volume of order. Typically the case 

perspective requires enriched event log consisting extra information about the case (Jans et al. 

2011). The time perspective can be seen as the most important perspective in this master thesis 

since it concerns the timing and the occurrence speed of events. In cases which events produce 

timestamps it is possible to discover bottlenecks, measure level of service, monitor the utilization 

of resources and try to predict the remaining time of the events in the process. Note that during 

https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57202946964&zone=
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predictions it is necessary to remember that the BPA, based on PM, focuses on historical data and 

it is not guarantee about the future (Wu et al. 2019). 

 

2.1.1  Event logs 

As it can be noticed from the chapter 2.1., PM starts from event log data and it is kept as a key 

concept of the PM. According to Sonawane and Patki (2015) and Van der Aalst (2011) each event 

in such a log refers to a specific activity and is related to a process instance. Events under specific 

process instances should be ordered. Event logs are able to include extra information about events, 

such as (human)resource and timestamps. Extra information is used to make more advanced PM, 

for example in forms of social networks and performance analysis. Figure 5 illustrates the 

hierarchical structure of an example event log. In this example two processes exist and both of 

them are having multiple cases. Cases, or process instance in other words, are something being 

handled, for example customer orders or job applications (Van der Aalst et al. 2007). Each of the 

cases are having events specified by event keys such as “11” or “21” and every event has three 

attributes; activity, timestamp and resource. Activities normally refer to the operation in the case 

and the timestamp tells the time when the activity occurred. 

 

 

Figure 5. Example of an event log hierarchy. 

 

In more general level, event logs contain sets of traces and a trace is a sequence of events that 

belongs to the same case. Also, attributes can be added not only to events but also to every event 

https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57202946964&zone=
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log and to every trace (Sonawane and Patki 2015). Van der Aalst (2011) has created the definition 

for case, trace and event log that can be interpret as follows: 

 

Let C be the case universe, meaning the set of all possible case identifiers.  

Let E be the event universe, meaning the set of all possible event identifiers. 

Let AN be a set of attribute names. 

A* is the set of all finite sequences over A. 

 

Cases have attributes. For any case c ∈ C and name n ∈ AN: #n(c) is the value of attribute n for 

case c (#n(c) is empty if case c has no attribute named n). Each case has a special mandatory 

attribute trace, marked as #trace(c) such as #trace(c) ∈ E* (In the remainder, it is assumed that 

#trace(c) is not empty, meaning traces in a log contain at least one event.). c^ is a shorthand for 

referring to the trace of a case. 

A trace is a finite sequence of events σ ∈ E* such that  

1.) σ = (e1,e2,...,en) where ei = σ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and n equals the number of events in the 

sequence; and  

2.) each event appears only once, meaning for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, such that σ(i) do not equal σ(j). 

An event log is a set of cases L ⊆ C such that each event appears at most once in the entire log, 

meaning for any c1,c2 ∈ L such that  

1.) c1 do not equal c2: ∂set(c1^) ∩ ∂set(c2^) = ∅ such that ∂set converts a sequence into a 

set, for example ∂set(a,a,a,b,d) = {a,b,d}. 

2.) If an event log contains timestamps, then the ordering in a trace should respect these 

timestamps, meaning for any c ∈ L, i and j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |c^|, such that  

a.) |c^| equals length of the trace of a case and  

b.) #time(c^(i)) ≤ #time(c^(j)) in which #time(c(i)) refers the timestamp of i:th event 

of the trace and #time(c(j)) refers the timestamp of j:th event of the trace. 

 

From the definition and from the figure 5 should be noted, that each event can belong to only one 

case and each case can only belong to one process and that is why they are represented using 

unique identifier. An identifier e ∈ E refers to an event and an identifier c ∈ C refers to a case. 

By using this mechanism it is possible to point a specific event or case. Each case and each event 

should have unique identifiers since multiple events can have identical attributes and multiple of 
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those events can belong to one case.  Van der Aalst (2011) notes that these identifiers are only to 

help to point a particular event or cases and that is why they do not need to be in original data 

source but they may be generated while extracting data from the data sources. It is necessary to 

understand that every event is a recorded execution of an activity and every type of activity can be 

called an event class (Sonawane and Patki 2015). Definition opened above can be found from 

appendix 1 in an exact form represented in Van der Aalst (2011) 

 

In the early PM algorithm development and verification scenarios, mostly artificially made event 

logs were used (Günther and Van der Aalst 2007). Those algorithms are noted to be highly 

sensitive for the data quality problems, meaning that the high quality, including completeness and 

only those logs that are under investigation, are required. However, since the PM algorithms and 

methods have been developed, the data quality requirements of event logs may vary. For example 

Heuristic Miner can handle noisy event logs by using frequencies and parameterization while 

Genetic Process Miner is able to handle complex and noisy event logs but it is noticed to be 

resource intensive (Weber, Bordbar, Tino and Majeed 2011). Also, Lu, Fahland, and Van Der 

Aalst (2016) introduces the “Log to Model Explorer” which is plug-in for process mining tool 

called ProM. The idea of the plug-in is to help algorithms to handle data quality issues. More 

information about algorithms in general is presented in chapter 2.1.2. 

 

According to Murillas et al. (2018) getting event logs in real-life cases is not insignificant task. 

During PM projects, it can be expected that an event logs needs to be extracted from multiple 

sources, for example from ERP systems, flat files and separate databases. Van der Aalst (2011) 

and Murillas et al. (2018) points out problems of merging and extracting event log data. While 

merging multiple event logs, semantic and syntax are noticed to be important factors. For example 

event logs are not commonly in the right form or such logs does not necessarily exist. 

 

Van der Aalst et al. (2011) represents a manifesto in which five different levels of data quality 

maturity is divided into ranking of one to five stars. One start represents the lowest level of 

maturity. Event logs having one star are manually recorded and they may include missing values 

or incorrectly recorded values. In turn, event logs having five stars represents the best maturity 

level meaning that event logs are recorded automatically by a system and they are complete and 

accurate. 

https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=56597133700&zone=
https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=23396621900&zone=
https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=7007153024&zone=
https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=7007153024&zone=
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Van der Aalst et al. (2011) notes that it is hard to extract meaningful and important data from data 

sources without proper business questions. As noted above, it is not insignificant task to extract 

event log for process mining, since there may exists multiple sources. To add more difficulty to 

the event log extraction, one source, for example SAP, may include thousands of tables from which 

event log needs to be gathered. Without proper business questions one is seeking for answers, it is 

impossible to select the relevant tables for event log extraction. 

 

The questions one seeks to find answers, may require more advanced features from the available 

data. As mentioned in chapter 2.1., more advanced questions may require more advanced data. As 

an example from the event log illustrated in figure 5, one could try to find answers to questions as 

“What is the performance time between cases?” or “Is the correct resources involved as planned?”. 

Answering to these question should be possible since the example event log includes “extra” 

information about time and resources. However, if one would be more interested about cost related 

questions, the event logs should be updated by adding new attribute including cost related 

information. If new attributes are needed, it needs to be defined in which sources the information 

is available and how to merge it with the existing log. 

 

2.1.2  Process mining algorithms 

Algorithms are used to mine process related data, an event log. The goal of PM algorithms is to 

create visual presentation about the real business process. In the most basic form, the outcome of 

the algorithm is a Petri net representing a process model explaining paths followed by cases in a 

log. Jens et al. (2011) and Günther and Van der Aalst (2007) notes that in general it is not trivial 

to create such an outcome since it should not only represent paths that are followed, but it should 

preserve certain abstraction to maintain a readability, yet understandable model. Outcomes of these 

models is often called as “spaghetti-models” because they can include hundreds of events and 

hundreds of flows between them. Figure 6 illustrates this kind of situation. The problem with 

spaghetti-models is not that they are incorrect, since in most cases they represent the actual 

processes, but they are hardly readable and messy. According Günther and Van der Aalst (2007) 

the problem is that many algorithms are not able to keep the process as abstract as needed to 

maintain the readability. 
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Figure 6. Spaghetti-model. Part of the whole process introduced in the case chapters. 

 

From literature multiple different PM algorithms can be found, for example the alpha-miner 

introduced by Van der Aalst, Weijters and Maruster (2004), the genetic miner introduced by De 

Medeiros (2006) and the fuzzy algorithm introduced by Günther and Van der Aalst (2007). The 

alpha-miner is noticed to be one of the first algorithms that was able to generate process models 

from an events log data, and it is shown that the alpha-miner is able to reconstruct the process 

model that generated the event log data, if the event log used is complete and the process that 

generated the log belongs to a certain class (Jans et al. 2011). In case of genetic algorithms the 

fitness measure for process model is produced. The fitness measure describes how well the process 

model is able to produce the behavior occurring in the event log (De Medeiros 2006). Fuzzy miner 

can be said to be the most advanced process mining method from the group of example algorithms. 

Fuzzy miner takes into account the level of abstraction of the event log by calculating significance, 

the frequency of event occurrences, and correlation, how closely events are related, of events and 

nodes and it can group multiple less correlating and/or significant event to one more significant 

event (Günther and Van der Aalst 2007). 

 

Genetic algorithm has been noticed to be used in more recent PM activities (Tiwari, Turner and 

Majeed 2017). According to De Medeiros, Weijters and Van der Aalst (2004), the genetic 
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algorithm is especially attractive, if the event log contains noisy data in it. That is because their 

genetic algorithm includes the genetic operators and two fitness measures meant for successfully 

parsing of the event log. First one of the fitness measures is for parsing more local semantic and 

the second one for more global parsing of semantic. They also claim that PM problems, such as 

hidden activities and non-free choice constructs, can be handled effectively by their genetic 

algorithm. As a negative side of the genetic algorithm is noted that current algorithms tend to allow 

extra behavior that is not existing in the process and that is why more research in the genetic 

algorithm approach is needed (De Medeiros, Weijters and Van der Aalst 2005). 

 

As the disadvantage of the alpha-miner and the genetic algorithm is noted that the outcomes of 

both models are static views of process model and they don’t present for example main streams of 

the flow (Jans et al. 2011). Since the Fuzzy miner takes into account the level of abstraction of the 

event log and it is able to group last significant and last correlating events, it can be said to present 

main streams in some extent.  

 

In more general level, Sonawane and Patki (2015) list that many PM algorithms are facing 

problems to represent concurrency of events, to deal with arbitrary loops, to represent silent or 

duplicate actions, to model OR-splits/joins, to represent non-free-choice behavior, to represent 

hierarchy and to deal with noise and incompleteeness of the event logs. To deal with these 

problems, they represent new system that uses ActiTraC algorithm (De Weerdt, Vanden Broucke, 

Vanthienen and Baesens 2013) for clustering purposes. Also Van der Aalst (2004) have published 

same kind of list of main issues in PM. In addition to issues mentioned above, Van der Aalst notes 

following ones; Delta analysis, visualizing results, heterogeneous results, local and global search 

and process re-discovery. In which, delta analysis means comparison between a process model and 

a reference model and local and global search means finding an optimal solution for process flow. 

 

However, for example, Günther and Van der Aalst (2007) note that the fuzzy miner does not, as 

most of the PM techniques, try to follow interpretative approach to attempt to map behavior found 

in the event log to process design patterns, but it focuses on high-level mapping of behavior found 

in the log. That is why the fuzzy miner, for example, is able to avoid problems with modeling OR-

splits/joins. Also, Schimm (2004) and Cook, Du, Liu and Wolf (2004) have developed PM 

algorithms that are able to detect the presence of concurrent behavior in event logs and Herbst and 
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Karagiannis (2004) represent a counter method, which helps to detect and remove repeated nodes 

and duplicate actions. 

 

Tiwari, Turner, and Majeed (2017) note that even multiple PM problems can be solved by 

combining modified data mining methods and by using customized algorithms, no single method 

is able to solve all of the problems listed above. Also, according to them and with the chapter 

above it can be noted that many of algorithms are customized to solve specific problems and are 

tend to solve only one or two problems that PM is facing. It is also noted that the genetic algorithm 

has most applications to solve PM issues and the field of solving PM issues is receiving a 

substantial amount of attention from researchers (Tiwari, Turner and Majeed 2017). Weber, 

Bordbar, Tino and Majeed (2011) also note that recent approaches in the field have focused to take 

care of real-world models and noisy logs via clustering and abstraction. 

 

In addition to different types of process discovery algorithms, also algorithms for root cause 

analysis purposes exists. For example, Lehto, Hinkka and Hollm (2016) introduced influence 

analysis which uses algorithm based on process mining, root cause analysis and classification rule 

mining. The idea of the influence analysis in practice is to identify as many as possible dimensions 

for categorizing the process instances and then rank the areas based on business process 

improvement potential and effort. Lehto, Hinkka and Hollm (2016) concludes that the effort is 

proportional to the amount of cases and the benefit (improvement potential) is proportional to the 

amount of problematic cases and therefore one should focus the improvements to the high density 

of problematic cases having subsets. Since it is easy to find subset that has only one case that is 

classified as a problematic case, making the density of problematic cases to be 100%, the algorithm 

needs to take into consideration the absolute size of the potential benefit to be able to find subsets 

having the highest density and largest absolute size. The influence analysis algorithm is introduced, 

since it creates the base for the QPR PA Root Causes tool used during the case implementation.  

 

2.1.3  Outcomes of Process mining 

According to Ingvaldsen and Gulla (2008) to be able to improve organizational structures and 

policies, deeper understanding of one's business is needed. The deeper business understanding 

needs to be extracted from several different models that are meant to describe different 

perspectives in process analysis. As it is noted in chapter 2.1.1., PM has four main perspectives; 
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the control-flow, the organizational, the case and the time perspective. All of these has own types 

of outcomes introduced in this chapter. The most basic form of outcome is noted to be a Petri net 

(Dennis 2011) and it provides the answer to the questions related to the control-flow perspective. 

Petri net is not new innovation since has been found in 1962, according Van der Aalst (2019), and 

it has been used as a part of multiple use cases. Latest development and use cases for Petri net is 

noted to be in areas of Business Process Management (BPM) and related fields as PM and 

Workflow Management (WFM) (Van der Aalst 2019). Since Petri nets are noted to be the most 

used presentation type in the modelling of business processes (Tiwari, Turner and Majeed 2017), 

it can be said to play a major role in the field of PM. This notion can be seen also from the chapter 

2.1.2., as the goal of many PM algorithms is to solve problems related to creation of the realistic 

Petri net. Also, most of the conformance checking algorithms uses Petri net comparisons internally 

(Van der Aalst 2011). 

 

Van der Aalst (2019) represents so called “gems of Petri nets”; Accepting Petri nets, Structure 

theory and the marking equation of Petri nets and Free-choice Petri nets. In a nutshell, the purpose 

of a Petri net is to represent a process model by forming paths that are followed by cases in a log. 

Figure 7 represents an example Petri net, in which the darkness of the arch and the event indicates 

the frequency of the use of them. The information about the use of different paths can be said to 

be crucial since in case of pre-modelled and pre-planned process the most used path should follow 

the planned process if the process is implemented and managed correctly. 
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Figure 7.  Example of Petri net 

 

Control-flow oriented models, such as Petri nets, have noted to be able to answer to questions 

related to other perspectives as organization, case and time as well (Van der Aalst 2011). Figure 8 

represents such a model. For example, from figure 8 can be seen that only resource with the 

manager role is involved to “decision” and “reinitiate request” activities (the organizational 

perspective), extra information related to cases is involved to decision-making (the case 

perspective) and performance information between every activity is calculated from time stamps 

and performance distributions are created (the time perspective). 
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Figure 8. Petri net process model extended with the organizational perspective, the case 

perspective and the time perspective.  (Van der Aalst 2011). 

 

As mentioned in chapter 2.1. and illustrated in figure 2, a social network is another method to 

describe an event log from organizational perspective. Social network, as Petri net, is not new 

invention since it is noted to begin in 1930s (Obregon, Song, and Jung 2019). Shortly, A social 

network can be said to be a structure in which the nodes are organizational entities, for example 

people, roles or departments, and the edges represent a relationship or an interaction between 

connected resources. Figure 9 illustrates an another social network in which instead of people, 

roles are used as nodes and the workload transferring between roles is presented as arch. In the 

network the wideness of nodes represents the amount of outgoing workload and the height of nodes 

represents the amount of incoming workload. From the social network can be seen, that roles; 13, 
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26, 15, 12, 11, 27, 9 and 10 are not involved to this process and roles 17 and 18 are taking much 

more workload in than giving out. 

 

 

Figure 9. Social network presentation. (Bozkaya, M., Gabriels, J. & Van der Werf 2009) 

 

The time perspective can be considered the most important perspective for this master thesis. From 

figure 8 can be seen, that the performance analysis, made by forming distributions of the execution 

times between events, can be included as a part of a Petri net representation. Verenich, Dumas, La 

Rosa and Nguyen (2019) used execution time distributions to predict the performance indicator at 

the level of activities and then expanded this to the level of process instances by using flow analysis 

techniques. Pika, Van der Aalst, Fidge, Der Hofstede and Wynn (2013) also have researched a 

prediction method that tries to predict an overrun of deadline for the case by comparing the case 

under prediction to the cases that has followed the same path so far and the resources that have 

been involved to the process. That is why the time perspective is sometimes called time and 

prediction perspective, since execution time distributions enable the use of prediction methods. 

 

Van der Aalst (2011) notes that the time perspective can be also represented as timeline, in which 

every case is included as track in y-axis and the performance of every event is presented as stairs. 

https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Verenich%2C+Ilya
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Dumas%2C+Marlon
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=la+Rosa%2C+Marcello
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=la+Rosa%2C+Marcello
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Nguyen%2C+Hoang
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From this kind of presentation, the waiting time of every event can be seen clearly as a gray area 

between ending time of the previous event and the starting time of the current event. However, if 

one is interested to be able compare the total performance of individual cases with each other the 

starting point for the first events of every case should be set to be zero. Example of timeline 

presentation can be seen in figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. Timeline presentation of process performance. (Van der Aalst  2011) 

 

The last perspective to which output needs to be defined is the case perspective. As mentioned in 

the chapter 2.1. the case perspective considers the properties of cases. These properties can be used 

as a part of decision making that can affect to the path that the case follows and that is why the 

text box describing the decision rules in Figure 8 says, that decision rules can be learned from the 

event log. Figure 11 illustrates the fictive example given in chapter 2.1. From figure 11 can be 

seen, that if the transportation method of the case is Train the decision is always to go from event 

X to Z. Also, if the transportation method is Truck but the Order quantity is over 500 units the 

decision is to follow the path from X to W. 
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Figure 11. Imaginary decision-making situation based on case properties and presented as Petri 

net. 

 

It is also reasonable to understand that the path of a case can be predicted from the attributes of 

the case. Hinkka et al. (2018) notes that dependencies between features are often desired to be able 

to show during the PM process. The solutions that can describe dependencies between the features 

and paths are based on machine learning part of PM. The list of the most important features and 

the extent of their contribution to the root cause needs to be represented somehow. One example 

of this kind of root cause analysis technique is influence analysis (Lehto, Hinkka and Hollmén 

2016) mentioned in the chapter 2.1.2 or influence analysis with addition weights per case (Lehto, 

Hinkka and Hollmén 2017). Figure 12 illustrates one way to represent the results from influence 

analysis. The positive contribution (most left column) indicates the part of the problem that can be 

fixed by changing the attribute distribution of all cases having specific feature (for example, feature 

called Cancelled as draft with value “X” ) to follow the initial average of the whole dataset and 

vice versa. 
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Figure 12. Example of root cause presentation in forms of contribution. 

 

2.2  Data extraction from SAP 

 

SAP is noticed to be the most widely used ERP system for basic operations. SAP system can be 

implemented in two different ways; 1. by configuring according to SAP Reference Model or 2. by 

customizing for business specific requirements. ERP products such as SAP, is designed and 

developed for multiple organizations, by encapsulating the best practices of the industry (Luo and 

Strong 2004). Customizations of the system is a broad term which means modifications made to 

the ERP system that are not supported by the vendor as a standard features (Brehm, Heinzl and 

Markus 2001). Customizing the implementation for the business specific needs is caused by the 

fact that there can exist a gap between the planned use of the system and the actual carry out of 

operations by employees (Ingvaldsen and Gulla 2008). Multiple employees from the case company 

has confirmed that the SAP system, used in the company, is highly configured and customized 

according to the specific business requirements. According to Ingvaldsen and Gulla (2008), some 

information systems produces such an event logs that can be used for process mining purposes 

directly with little preprocessing. However, in case of customized ERP systems the existence of 

such an event logs is highly dependent on how the company has defined the requirements of the 

customized features. For the systems, that does not produce such an event logs, the preprocessing 

of the event logs for PM can be said to be the most time-consuming and work intense phase. 

 

SAP can contain more than 10 000 transactions (Ingvaldsen and Gulla 2008), and hundreds of 

tables (Parthasarathy and Sharma 2017) only in an ERP database. Transactions are sub applications 
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inside SAP that can be found by unique transaction code or by searching from the menu hierarchy. 

Since transaction do not have one-to-one mapping to tasks, known as functions that describes 

“what is to be done” in SAP Reference Model, it is possible that one task can be executed through 

multiple transactions that again can incorporate multiple different tasks (Keller and Teufel 1998). 

Transactions are planned to be carried in the SAP system store and they are meant to make changes 

in master data and transaction tables. Master data in SAP means sets of basic business entities such 

as customers, users and material. Transaction tables are tables that contains data from the daily 

operations as sales orders. It is also noted that most transactions are meant to operate on resources 

such as documents. Documents are represented in turn by two tables, one for header properties, 

such as document number and vendor id, and one for item properties, such as materials that are 

meant to be loaded to the truck. (Ingvaldsen and Gulla 2008) 

 

Ingvaldsen and Gulla (2008) notes that the main challenge, for doing PM on SAP transaction data, 

is that there does not exist defined logic for how all the document, change event and resource 

dependencies are stored. That is why, as noted in chapter 2.1., multiple tables / event logs need to 

be merged to be able to gather the realistic view on what steps one has been taken while executing 

transactions. For example, in case of SAP Reference Model, to be able to extract process related 

information, such as creation and change information, about purchase requisitions, purchase orders 

and invoice receipts and to be able to tell how these are related to each other, users, departments 

and transactions, one needs to preprocess data from the following SAP tables: EBAN (Purchase 

Requisitions), EKKO (Purchase Order Header), RBKP (Invoice Receipts), RSEG (Invoice Items), 

CDHDR (Change Document Header), TSTCT (Textual Transaction Descriptions), and USR03 

(User) tables (Ingvaldsen and Gulla 2008).  

 

All the extra attributes, that one needs during analysis, needs to be located in each table. At this 

point, it is important to understand that, if the system is highly customized and configured, it is 

possible that the need for PM specific attributes have not been on the table during the planning 

phase of the ERP system and they may not exist or they can be inadequate. For example, 

timestamps for an event logs can be in a form of Year-Month-Day. If two or more events have 

happened during the same day, how should one be able to tell, with certainty, which event 

happened first since no hour, minute and second information is available. To be able to find 

relevant information from SAP tables during PM project, for example, one could use EVS 
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ModelBuilder, created by Ingvaldsen and Gulla (2008), that extracts business objects and their 

inter-relations, extracts events and their relationships to business objects and identifies process 

instances by tracking relationships between events. 

 

In practice, the data extraction from SAP ERP system often happens through integration e.g. the 

data can be loaded from SAP to external database in which the preprocessing of the data for PM 

purposes can be done e.g. by using SQL commands. Figure 13 illustrates the process of data 

handling and analysis from SAP data warehouse to the decision support during data mining process 

(Kopka and Kudělka 2019). As it can be seen from the figure 13, Kopka and Kudělk (2019) has 

integrated the original SAP log and after that they have implemented preprocessing and 

transformation for the log in external data warehouse. However, it is also possible to handle and 

preprocess data in the SAP system and only after that extract the data to external algorithms. For 

example Nycz (2019) used Smart Data Streaming tool, which uses Continuous Computation 

Language, in the SAP HANA platform to preprocess data for, not PM, but a fluid-flow 

approximation algorithm. SAP NetWeaver also provides data mining procedures which work with 

data warehouse info cubes (OLAP technology - Online Analytical Processing) that are common 

way to analyze data from SAP ERP (Kopka and Kudělka 2019). 

 

Figure 13. Example of data handling and data analysis workflow. (Kopka and Kudělka 2019) 
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According to Van der Aalst (2011), data warehouse most likely valuable data for PM, if one exists 

and only few organizations have a good data warehouse, for example, a warehouse can only 

contain some of the information, such as customer master data, need for PM. However, Ingvaldsen 

and Gulla (2007) remarks that many SAP tables can be used as an event log, since they individually 

offer some information needed in PM. As mentioned earlier, OLAP is common tool used to 

analyze data from SAP environment. OLAP does not require the data to be process oriented and 

that is why the data in SAP system is not always process oriented (Van der Aalst 2011). As it can 

be noted from this chapter, while using SAP as a data source and while extracting data from SAP 

environment, following problems may occur: hundreds of data tables are need to be handled; all 

the transactions related to the process are needed to be understood to be able to understand data 

gathered by using them; information often lay in multiple levels such as header and item levels; 

and the software customization often affect to the amount of the suitable log required during PM 

project. However, since the database structures in SAP systems are mostly the same, after the 

business object description and its relationships are clear, the same information can be used 

directly in all SAP related PM projects with the same business object types (Ingvaldsen and Gulla 

2008; Kopka and Kudělka 2019). 

 

2.3 Lean Six Sigma and Process mining 

 

Lean Six Sigma (LSS) is a methodology that combines lean manufacturing and Six Sigma ideas 

as an improvement framework. The most basic idea of the framework is to achieve performance 

improvements by removing waste systematically. Shokri (2020) notes the LSS is a great method 

of enhance process efficiency, profitability and customer satisfaction. The lean principles part of 

LSS originate from the Japanese manufacturing industry. The Toyota Production System (TPS), 

developed by Taiichi Ohno and Eiji Toyoda between 1948 and 1975, is often used as an example 

of lean tools used in manufacturing and TPS is seen as the base for the lean tool concept (Van der 

Aalst 2011 and Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011). Lean manufacturing and TPS are often 

used synonymously (Tohodi 2012). That is why Toyota is seen to have major effect to the 

development of lean principles. In the context of lean principles, seven types of waste is defined; 

transportation waste, inventory waste, motion waste, unnecessary waiting, over-processing waste, 

overproduction waste and defects. Transportation waste refers to for example any damage in 

product caused by transportation because the transportation should not make any transformations 
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to the product. Inventory waste refers to inventory that is not actively processed since this kind of 

inventory can consume capital and space. Motion waste refers to unnecessary use of resources 

such as equipment’s and people that consumes resources increasing the risk of premature breakage 

or the risk of incidents. Unnecessary waiting refers to time during which a good is not in 

transportation or being processed. Over-processing waste refers to all the additional effort used for 

a product that is not directly required by the customer, for example adding better parts to the 

product makes the product more expensive than required. Overproduction waste refers to 

producing more than what is absolutely required by the customer at exact time. This may cause to 

need for larger inventory or the outdate of the product. Defect refers to rework, scrap, missing part, 

poor work instructions and correction activities. Defects has high potential to increase the cost of 

the product. (Ohno 1988) 

 

The Six Sigma part of LSS is noted to be the most popular quality and process improvement 

methodology and its idea is to remove the number of defects in the process to 3,4 defects per 

million opportunities (Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011). The early version of Six Sigma is 

noted to be invented by Motorola in 1987, but other companies such as GE, Ford and General 

Motors have been part of shaping the methodology to the form in which it is known today 

(Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011 and Tohodi 2012). Six Sigma can be seen as a broad set 

of quality improvement tools, techniques and methods. The σ in Six Sigma refers to a standard 

deviation of a normal distribution. In context of normal distribution, 68.3% of the values lie within 

one standard deviation of the mean. For example, a random sample from normal distribution has 

a probability of 0.683 to be in the interval [μ−σ, μ+σ] while the mean value of the distribution is μ 

and the standard deviation of the distribution is σ. It is also known that the random sample lie 

within two standard deviations of the mean with the probability of 95.45% and within three 

standard deviations of the mean with the probability of 99.73% (Pyzdek 2003). Six Sigma aims to 

optimize the process in a way that the standard deviation is that small that any value within six 

standard deviations of the mean can be seen as no defect. 

 

LSS project execution follows a structured method of approaching problem solving most 

commonly known as DMAIC (Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011), letters of which describes 

each step taken during the problem solving project in a following order; Define, Measure, Analyze, 

Improve and Control. DMAIC, also known as a data-driven improvement cycle, originates to the 
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Six Sigma part of the LSS and it is used for improving, optimizing and stabilizing business 

processes and their design (Van Geffen and Niks 2013). According to Dogan and Gurcan (2018) 

such techniques as text mining, machine learning, deep learning, artificial neural networks and 

basic data mining techniques such as clustering, association, prediction, classification and process 

mining algorithms help reaching correct decisions in these five steps of LSS. However, Van Geffen 

and Niks (2013) notes that applying DMAIC framework in practice, one may encounter a number 

of challenges such as need to collect appropriate data, the expensiveness of measurements and the 

need for statistical knowledge and execution. Since the goal of the Six Sigma part of LSS is to 

optimize the process to have at maximum 3,4 defect in per million opportunities, it is needed to be 

noted that the amount of measurements should be in millions instead of thousands 

(Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011). Description of DMAIC steps is represented in figure 14 

and commonly used tools per step DMAIC steps is presented in table 1. In following chapters, the 

process mining point of view will be added to each step of DMAIC.  

 

 

Figure 14. DMAIC in Six Sigma project. (Pyzdek 2003) 

https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57202924825&zone=
https://www-scopus-com.ezproxy.cc.lut.fi/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&authorId=57209239500&zone=
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Table 1. Commonly used tools during DMAIC project. (Pyzdek 2003) 

 

 

2.3.1  DMAIC Define phase and Process mining 

As it can be seen from the figure 14, the define phase of DMAIC should answer to the questions 

“What is business case for the project?” and “What is the scope of this project?”. During this phase 

current state, future state, the customer, deliverable and the timeline for the project should be 

identified. Van Geffen and Niks (2013) stress that whether PM is used during DMAIC phases or 

not, it is important to define precise objectives and scope. If one sets an unrealistic objectives or 

too broad scope, lack of commitment and problems to focus may occur. From table 1, can be found 

tool such as project charter which is meant to help to define expected project outcome and work 

as an agreement between LSS project team and management (Antony, Krishan, Cullen and Kumar 

2012). 

 

According to Pyzdek (2003) and Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar (2011) the tools such as 

Process map and SIPOC (Supplier-Input-Process-Output-Customer) are the most commonly used 

tools that helps one to make the needed definitions and to get needed understanding about the 

process. Since PM offers an opportunity to discover the process model from the event log, the 

process discovery can be used as equal tool with the process mapping. Also as noted in chapter 

2.2.3. the time perspective of the discovered process can be represented in form of timeline, which 

is equal to Gantt Chart or Time Line from LSS. 

 

Klumbyte, Bliudzius and Foikades (2020) describes parts of SIPOC as follows: Supplier relates to 

systems, people, organizations, or other sources that provide data or information used in the 

process; Input relates to materials, information, additional resources provided by suppliers and 

used in the process; Process relates to actions that changes the input data to output; Output relates 

to products or services that are created during the process and used by customers; 
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Clients/Customers are group(s) of individuals, companies, systems, or processes in the next stages, 

where final results are obtained. Most of these information’s can be found from the event log. For 

example, the human resource in event log represents the supplier, since the human resource is the 

person who provides data. The case (case ID) represents the process, since the process can be 

defined by following the case specific process steps. Customer may be present in the extra 

attributes. Input and output may be specified from activities of the event, since the name of the 

event describes the information created during it. Connection between SIPOC and Event log is 

illustrated in figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. Connection between SIPOC and Event log. 

 

If one is interested to implement conformance checking analysis during the measure or analysis 

phase, the ideal process map should be defined during the define phase. Since Pyzdek (2003) and 

Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar (2011) notes the process mapping is one of the commonly used 

tools in define phase, it can be used to define the ideal process, to which the mined process will be 

compared during conformance checking. Also, the ideal process may be needed, if one is going to 

implement enhancement during the analysis or improvement phases, since the ideal process will 

be upgraded according to the mined process. 

 

As noted earlier, LSS can be used to enhance customer satisfaction. Van Geffen and Niks (2013) 

stress that the customer satisfaction depends on two factors; quality of the solutions (first-time-
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right) and the lead time. This means that the lead time limits and the first-time-right solution needs 

to be defined during this phase to ensure that one is able to achieve enhancements in area of 

customer satisfaction. 

 

2.3.2  DMAIC Measure phase and process mining 

The idea of measure phase is to define key metrics for the process and define the current situation 

of the process in context of goals (Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011). In addition, Grosu, 

Anisie, Hrubliak and Ratsa (2019) stress the need for information gathering of problematic cases. 

The current situation of the process can be measured with the help of confidence intervals, process 

sigma and conformance checking (Gupta, Modgil and Gunasekaran 2020) and results from those 

can be used as benchmark for next phases. From questions in the measure phase in the figure 14, 

can be noticed the need for data and the definitions for key measurements arise during this phase. 

In some cases the proper data does not exist and data needs to be gathered during this phase. 

However, without any event logs PM can’t be applied. Van Geffen and Niks (2013) notes that the 

data availability, accessibility, format quality and meaning may cause problems during this phase. 

However, they also note that some of these problems can be solved by adjusting the scope (going 

back to the define phase), checking alternatives to collect data and involving the database and data 

transformation specialists.  

 

As mentioned in the define chapter, one may use the conformance checking during measure phase. 

According to Jens et al. (2011) conformance checking can to measure whether the mined process 

follows ideal procedures or are the ideal procedures circumvented. In practice, the conformance 

checking may be used to find the current first-time-right rate of the process. Also, the 

aforementioned process sigma can be used for example to measure the standard deviation of the 

process lead time. If the event log that one is using includes event start and end time information, 

a multi-set of durations can be derived (Van der Aalst 2011) and thus the standard deviation of the 

process lead time can be calculated from the lead time distribution of all cases. Such a distribution 

representations for all lead time observations between events can be seen in figure 8. Since, one is 

able to measure the first-time-right rate and the standard deviation of lead time, the goal metrics 

for both of these should be defined during measure phase. 
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In addition to the current situation of the process, Furterer (2009) notes that one should define the 

detailed Voice of the Customer (VOC), validate the measurement system and define the Cost of 

Poor Quality (COPQ). However, to define and measure these tools such as surveys, affinity 

diagram, VOP matrix and gage R&R should be applied. Since VOC, validation of measurement 

system and COPQ are not directly related to the process data but more on the customer 

expectations, measurement system performance and cost of erroneous measurement they can’t be 

replaced by PM methods but they should be taken into consideration during the process. 

 

2.3.3  DMAIC Analyze phase and Process mining 

The main idea of the analyze phase is to use the collected data to expose the real problems and to 

come up with a generation of influence factors (Kuiper, Van Raalte and Does 2014). With the 

exposed problems and the influencing factors one can estimate the possible improvements that can 

be reached by changing factors closer to the ideal state. For example, by changing a random 

variable, such as an amount of training of employees, how large performance improvement can be 

reached at bottlenecks of the process or how large number of cases that are not following the first-

time-right definition can be changed to follow the first-time-right path in the future. During the 

analyze phase one need to find deviations, defects and root causes for the problematic cases 

(Vivekananthamoorthy and Sankar 2011), meaning that the detailed analysis on problematic cases 

needs to be performed (Van Geffen and Niks 2013). It is also important to define the costs of 

producing one unit, the output of the process (Grosu, Anisie, Hrubliak, and Ratsa 2019), to be able 

to determine the cost of problematic cases. 

 

To be able to identify problematic cases, performance analysis is needed. As noted in earlier 

chapters, the process discovery combined with timestamp data can be used to form performance / 

lead time distributions that can be used as a starting point for the performance analysis. As in 

Grosu, Anisie, Hrubliak and Ratsa (2019), the analysis can be continued by filtering problematic 

cases, for example cases running over the defined lead time, and by putting them into Pareto chart 

in which the y-axis represents the number of problematic cases and the x-axis represents any 

interesting attribute such as date interval, department or human resource. Since the cost of 

producing one unit is defined and since the cases that run over the defined lead time are known, a 

quick estimation for the extra costs of these cases, without further investigation about the cost 

structure, can be made by multiplying the unit cost by the time that goes over the defined lead 
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time. This calculation can be seen as COPQ mentioned in define phase and it can be calculated via 

following equation:  

 

Estimated extra cost of problematic cases =  

producing cost * (lead time of problematic case - defined lead time)  

 

Other PM tool that can be used to determine problematic cases is conformance analysis. 

Conformance analysis can also be used to see the first-time-right rate for the process and it can be 

used to filter/define problematic cases that are not following the first-time-right procedure. Tools 

such as Cause-and-effect / Fishbone diagrams, Process behavior charts and Tree diagrams (Table 

1) are used to define effective factors for defects/problematic cases and to define root causes. The 

case study by Narottam and Sharma (2020) demonstrates that Fishbone diagram is full filled 

manually. The manual procedure causes uncertainty to the strength of the effect by which each of 

the factors effect to the problematic case and therefore the strength of the effect is not represented 

in the diagram. However, one can use PM in form of the influence analysis by Lehto, Hinkka and 

Hollmén (2016) to define the root causes and the effective factors. Not like Fishbone diagram, the 

influence analysis calculates the root cause automatically from occurrence of attributes in event 

log meaning that the analysis is as accurate as is the data. However, it is also reasonable to note 

that not only manual tools but also statistical tools such as ANOVA (Analysis of variance) and 

Regression analysis have been used during analysis phase (Dinulescu, Smeureanu, Dobrin and 

Popa 2018). These tools can be used parallel with tools from PM. 

 

2.3.4  DMAIC Improve and Control phase and Process mining 

From figure 14, can be seen that the work breakdown structure, necessary activities to meet the 

projects goal and the integration plan for new integrations, needs to be defined.  In case study by 

Kuiper, Van Raalte and Does (2014), the improvement actions are ordered by the effect of the 

improvement. The effect of the improvement is estimated by ordering the most important influence 

factors and their effect on the project objectives. With the help of the results from the root cause 

analysis, one can order the effects of the influencing factors and estimate sizes of available 

improvements. During improvement phase enhancement can be used to update the ideal process 

according to the selected improvements. Even though simulations are not mentioned in the table 

1, as a tool for improvement phase, in the ideal case one is able to model the improved process and 
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generate a new event log by simulating the model to verify improvements. Al-Zain et al. (2019) 

conclude in their case study that they were able to select the best improvements for the process 

with the help of simulations. However, since the idea of this master thesis is to combine LSS and 

PM, no detailed information about the project improvements are provided. Improvements can be 

seen as practical actions that can be prioritized with the help of PM but not put into action. 

 

The idea of the last step of the DMAIC process, control, is to create KPIs or dashboards that 

follows the process and gives signals about the performance of the process to the stakeholders. For 

example, if the process starts to perform worse than it is planned, signal and corrective actions 

should be provided to the stakeholders to get the performance back to the planned limits. From 

first-time-right point of view, one can use the first-time-right rate from the conformance checking 

as a KPI. If the first-time-right rate starts to increase according to improvements, one has positive 

signal about the effect of the improvements. If the first-time-right rate decrease or stays the same 

after improvements, one has negative signal which mean that further analysis is needed. In addition 

to KPI, Kuiper, Van Raalte and Does (2014) created action plan that is launched if the set limits 

for their specific KPI would be exceed.
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3 CASE IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

 

During this chapter the practical work related to the process mining tool, QPR ProcessAnalyzer 

(QPR PA), implementation and process analysis is described. The first chapter starts with the 

evaluation of the needed implementation work that is related to the implementation of the process 

mining tool. The idea of the chapter is to give reader an idea about the information that is needed 

to be able to build a data model that describes the situation as closely as possible for the used 

process mining tool. This information is provided by describing the case process and its possible 

variations as closely as possible. During the evaluation chapter, all the limitations that the data 

source system sets and the effects, such as inaccuracy and incorrect data, caused by those 

limitations are described. 

 

During the second chapter the process analysis is executed by following each step of the Lean Six 

Sigma: Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control (DMAIC). However, the process mining 

capabilities are kept as a base for each step meaning that only those tools from Lean Six Sigma 

tool pack are used that can be replaced with process mining tools. That’s why tools such as Process 

Discovery, Conformance Analysis and Root Causes from QPR PA tool pack are selected to be 

used. In addition, Process Discovery and Conformance Analysis are selected to be used during the 

analysis execution since they represent two main types of process mining (process discovery and 

conformance check). Process Discovery also creates visual representation about the real process 

and it helps the end user to understand the process execution better. 

 

Finally, it is reasonable to note that IC (Improve and Control) parts of the DMAIC describes the 

results and already makes some conclusions about them. That is caused by the fact that the DMAIC 

itself could be used as a complete case report framework. Meaning the results of this master thesis 

are described in this chapter but wider and deeper conclusions are made and discussed in the 

chapter 4. 

 

3.1 Evaluation of the needed implementation work 

 

During this chapter the event log for the process mining (PM) algorithms used later on is created. 

The event log is a certain type of data and it creates the base for the PM project. The data for the 
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event log is created at the same time as the case process proceeds. To be able to form the proper 

event log for the case, all the necessary data tables needs to be defined. As it is mentioned earlier 

the data source system for the case process is SAP, it is also mentioned that the most of the 

processes in SAP are noted to relate to the document handling - also the process in this case is 

related to the document handling. That is why all the necessary data tables are the ones to which 

SAP transactions, used during the document handling process, provides data. The data needed 

from those tables considers object such as Case ID, Event ID and possibly other extra attributes. 

 

Based on the event log chapter of this master thesis, the Case ID separates cases from each other 

and it is needed to be defined at first. Every document is noticed to have specific Document ID. If 

the process would only consider the creation of the document, the Document ID would be used as 

a Case ID. As noted in the chapter 2.1.1., the Case ID should be case specific. However, few new 

events need to be taken into account as a part of the process, meaning a new Case ID needs to be 

produced.  

 

The case process is specified to start from the event during which a task, that gives the implication 

to start the document handling, appears automatically. At this point, the document is not created 

yet and that is the reason why this event can’t be mapped to the specific document by using the 

Document ID. Also, the end of the process is defined to be the event during which the process 

starting task is marked as closed. Again, it is not possible to map the specific document to this 

event by using the Document ID. However, it is noted that the starting and ending events have the 

same parent document ID, “Parent DocID” in figure 16, and they are related to the same 

subsection, “Subsection” in figure 16, of the parent document as the document handled by the 

experts. In this implementation, a combination of the parent document ID and the number of 

subsections is used as the Case ID.  

 

The problem that occurs, while implementing the solution in this way, is that three different types 

of documents may exist for one Case ID, see “DocumentID Level” in figure 16. This means that 

multiple different documents can be targeted for one specific Case ID and it can cause some 

inaccuracy for the analysis in forms of concurrent events. 
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Figure 16. Representation of example document hierarchy structure. 

 

Since the event log maps specific cases to the events, that the case has went through, the Event ID 

needs to be defined next. In this case, it is known that the documents status changes according to 

the event in which it is at that very moment. That is why the status of the document can be used as 

the Event ID of the case. Luckily, the status history for all the documents can be found from a 

specific table. Luckily, because the SAP system is noted to be highly customized and the history 

table is not obligatory from the process flow point of view. 

 

To be able to recognize all the needed extra attributes for the later analysis, a closer look to the 

problematic cases needs to be taken. The first type of problematic case is a case that exceeds the 

seven days lead time limit, meaning that the time perspective needs to be considered. Since the 

time information is crucial, the most basic process discovery for the event log having only Case 

ID and Event ID information is not deep enough and the time stamp information needs to be added 

to the event log. The second type of problematic case is a case that is not following the first-time-

right process path. To be able to find all these kind of cases, the process path that the case has been 

going through needs to be defined. For this purpose, the time stamp information is not necessary.  
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As mentioned, three different types of documents exist. It is known that different types of 

documents do not necessarily go through all the same process steps. This has obviously effect to 

the performance. That is why the type of the document is needed to be taken into account as an 

extra attribute to ensure that different types of documents can be analyzed separately. It is also 

known that these documents are handled by experts. It is assumed that not all the experts have the 

same knowledge about the process since it is newly renovated and some of the experts have 

handled more documents than others. That is why the expert and the location of the office and the 

team to which the expert belongs to are needed to be added as extra attributes to the event log. It 

is also known that the parent document can have one of two different types. That is why the parent 

document type is also added as an extra attribute. 

 

It is known that the process can follow a path, during which the supervisor of the expert needs to 

accept or reject specific changes that the expert has made to the document. If the supervisor uses 

the right to reject the made changes, the expert needs to reconsider them and ask the acceptance 

again, if it is still necessary. This loop can occur multiple times until the changes are acceptable 

by the supervisor. It is again assumed that supervisors have different amount of knowledge and 

that they have different point of views to the changes in the document. That may have effect to the 

performance of the process in forms of extra loops and that is why the supervisor needs to be added 

as an extra attribute to the event log. Also, the information if the acceptance is needed will be 

added as an extra attribute even though this can be seen from the events. 

 

Towards the end of the process, the document will be sent to a customer as a complete version. 

However, even the document is seen as complete by the expert, the customer has the right to accept 

or reject the document. If the document is accepted by the customer, the expert may close the 

implication event and the process ends. Also, if the customer does not make any actions during the 

first 14 days after receiving the document, the document will be handled as accepted. However, if 

the customer rejects the document, the document creation process restarts. This loop happens as 

many times as the customer rejects the document. Obviously, the customer has an effect to the 

performance of the process since some customers may reject the document more often than others. 

That is the reason why the information related to the customer is needed to be added to the event 

log as an extra attribute.  
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In some cases, it is already seen in practice that some customer want to see the complete document 

and only after that they want to add/modify one specific information in the document. Meaning 

that the customer uses right to reject the complete document. That is why one calculated attribute, 

which checks whether the value in this specific attribute is changes between cancelled and remade 

document exists, needs to be added as an extra attribute.  

 

It is known that the document has two forms, draft and complete. Process owner from the case 

company has confirmed that in normal situation the expert should have discussions with the 

customer while the document is in the draft phase and if needed the document handling process 

should be cancelled and restarted during that phase. However, as noted above it is possible that the 

document gets cancelled as complete by the customer. That is why the phase in which the 

document is cancelled needs to be added as an extra attribute. Two attributes have been 

implemented for this purpose. First of them gets value “x” if the document is cancelled during the 

draft phase and second gets value “x” if the document is cancelled after it is marked as complete. 

Two attributes are added because it is possible that the document is cancelled in both ways. 

 

Information in document is often separated to the header and to the item level information. The 

document handled during this process has also header and item level information. For example, 

the status of the document is header level information since it describes the event in which the 

document is. However, it is known that one reason for the document cancellation can be that a 

wrong number of items is included to the document. Item rows are produced during the process 

before this document handling process. If the expert or the customer notes that the document has 

incorrect number of items or incorrect values of items in it, the document will be cancelled and it 

is send back to the previous process. This means two things from the document point of view. 

First, the status of the document stays as cancelled and a new document is created, after the correct 

number of the items are provided. Secondly, a new task, telling that the document is sent back to 

the previous process, will be generated. After the correct number of items is provided, the process 

continues with the new document. Since the change in the number of the items indicates the need 

for the rejection, the change in the number of the items between the cancelled and the new 

document needs to be taken into consideration and it is added as an extra attributes. To be able to 

recognize in which type of document the change occurs, this attribute is created for each type of 

documents. 
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The new task, that is generated during the specific procedure mentioned above, should be 

considered as an event. However, the data related to this task is gathered from other data source 

system and the data includes only reference to the parent document. If one of the Document ID 

level documents gets this new event, all Case IDs under the same parent document would get it. 

That is caused by the fact that the information is related only to the parent document and this would 

cause major inaccuracy. The problem, that this task is targeted to only Parent document level, can’t 

be fixed during this master thesis from the system implementation point of view. However, this 

information is needs to be considered during this master thesis. 

 

As mentioned above, all the documents that goes through this event will be marked as cancelled. 

By using this fact, it is possible to target this event to only those cases that have been cancelled. 

Adding the event to be part of the process flow would cause random flows to those cases in which 

this event does not actually happen since the time stamp of this event would come from only one 

case. That is why the information related to this event is added only as an attribute, not as a process 

step. This implementation makes sure that the information related to this specific event is taken as 

a part of this model even though it can exist in wrong cases. However, this implementation 

decreases the number of wrong data since it does only consider cases that are cancelled. To be able 

make this event work correctly as a process step, the document or the case level information is 

needed to be added to the second data source system. 

 

For the future analysis, attributes such as “Draft creation Year” and “Draft removed” are added to 

be part of the model. However, “Draft creation Year” is not important during this master thesis 

since all the data is from year 2020 and “Draft removed” gives information about the current logic 

by which the SAP system is working and it does not effect to the document handling process. All 

the aforementioned attributes can be seen in table 2 grouped by the subject to which they are 

related. 
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Table 2. Attributes grouped by the subject to which they belong and example values from the 

event log. 

 

 

 

3.2 Analysis of the case process with the combination of DMAIC and Process mining 

 

This chapter describes the practical work related to the process improvements by using the 

combination of PM and LSS DMAIC represented in the literature review part of this master thesis. 

The idea of the chapter is to review the case process from each aspect of the DMAIC problem 

solving process and use PM tools to replace original LSS tools and to find answer to the research 

question of this master thesis. 
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The chapter starts with the project definition during which the case process is described and the 

target of the improvement project is set. After that the event log, based on the needs presented in 

the previous chapter, is used in PM tools such as Process Discovery and Conformance Analysis to 

be able to measure and define the current state of the process and detect possible bottleneck flows. 

Next, all the flows having varying durations are analyzed by using time distribution and Root 

Causes analysis. Also feature related to the problematic cases are analyzed by using Root Causes 

analysis. After analysis, the process performance improvement areas and possible improvement 

ideas are presented. Finally, KPI measurement system for further process performance controlling 

is presented. 

 

3.2.1 Definition of the case process and improvement targets 

The DMAIC process starts by defining the business case and the scope for the project. As 

mentioned in the introduction chapter the case company wants to find problematics factors that 

leads to document cancellations and to the lead time limit over runs. The time limit for the lead 

time is seven days. The process, from which the problematic cases needs to be searched, is a 

document handling process in which experts from the case company are handling documents that 

provides row level information to a customer. The document handling happens by using digital 

user interface and in collaboration between customer and expert. 

 

During the process, the expert may need to make such changes to the document that needs to be 

accepted by a supervisor. The supervisor has a right to accept or reject the made changes. Rejection 

causes the need to recheck changes and the expert needs to reconsider if changes are necessary or 

not. During the process, the expert has also right to cancel the document handling, if problems in 

the document occurs. Cancellation sends the document back to the previous process, in which the 

row level information is created. It is possible that the wrong information is not seen before the 

document is send to the customer and the customer may need to use a right to reject the document. 

If the customer rejects the document, the document handling process restarts. Customer may also 

have other reasons for the rejection and these reasons should be found. It is reasonable to note that 

the document can be send to the customer with two different method, by sending or by publishing. 

From table 3, can be found project charter filled according to this information. 
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Table 3. Project charter of the case project. Format of the charter mainly follows the format of 

project charter by Kongmuang and Thawesaengskulthai (2019) 

 

 

At the start of the project, only high-level process map about the newly renovated process exists. 

Since cases under investigation are defined to be the cases that over run the lead time limit of seven 

days and the cases not following the first-time-right path, the transaction level process and the 

first-time-right process needs to be defined. QPR ProcessAnalyzers (PA) process discovery 

algorithm is used to discover the process from the event log, having 5619 cases, created in 

implementation section. The whole discovered process can be seen from appendix 2. Data used is 

updated in a weekly basis during the rest of the project, causing small changes to the results and 

number of cases over time. However, it is assumed that these changes are relatively small and the 

project can be carried out without confusion.  

 

Appendix 2 highlights all the flows that starts the process. Sometimes the process starts without 

“implication to start” event. It is known that “implication to start” event is triggered only once a 

day automatically after certain conditions are met in the previous process. Since “implication to 

start” event may be triggered only once a day, it is possible that the expert starts to handle the 

document before “implication to start” event occurs. This means that the expert knows that all the 

conditions to start the process are met. This kind of behavior can be seen as positive behavior, 

since it should guarantee faster document handling. Some cases can be noted to start with “close 

implication to start” event. Those cases should not exist since “close implication to start” event 

should always occur after “implication to start” event. This problem is known in the ICT 

department of the company. Also, “implication to start” event may occur after the expert has 
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started to handle the document. This means that the event may occur after any event to which the 

expert has performed the process. If the expert has been able to finish the whole process, 

“implication to start” event and “close the implication to start” event occur after each other at the 

end of the process. 

 

However, the case process is defined to start from “implication to start” event and that is why cases 

starting with any other event are filtered. The case process is also defined to end to “close 

implication to start” event. From appendix 2 can be seen, that an event called “further handling” 

exists after “close implication to start” event in around 3000 cases. To maximize the amount of 

data used during analysis, this is seen as acceptable procedure and only cases that end with any of 

these two events are kept in the model. Since the process is defined in a way that the “close 

implication to start” event should only exists after “Doc created” or “Send successfully to 

customer” event, other flows coming to “close implication to start” event are filtered. Filtered 

process, used during the rest of the project, can be found from appendix 3.  

 

The first-time-right process is defined with the following rules. The process needs to start with 

“implication to start” event. During the document handling the document can’t be cancelled at any 

point of the process, but changes that requires supervisors’ approval are allowed as long as they 

are approved. The first-time-right process is modelled in appendix 4. In the first-time-right process, 

the square with “X” means OR-split. OR-split means that one of the paths from the square needs 

to be selected. Also, the circle at the start and at the end of the process describes the starting and 

ending point of the process. The first-time-right process is modelled this way since the QPR 

Conformance analysis is able to read this specific syntax. At this point, it is important to note that 

the event called “Draft Created” includes all the actions that the expert needs to do during the 

document handling process, meaning that not very detailed information about the document 

handling exists. 

 

 

3.2.2 Measures for the current state of the process 

As mentioned in chapter 2.3.2. to be able to measure the current state of the process and to be able 

to detect problematic cases, the correct data should be available and accessible. Since the data 

model is created for this case purpose the data can be said to be accessible. Since the case process 
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is defined and some of the features can’t be added to the model correctly or some of the information 

is missing, such as the information about sending the document back to the previous process and 

the event “Draft Created” including all the document handling information, the data can be said to 

be partly available. At this point, the reader should understand that the development project can be 

performed without fully correct data and data model but the result of the analysis may include 

uncertainty. 

 

As two types of problematic cases are defined, status of the process from two point of views needs 

to be defined. At first, the current status of process lead time is defined. Since the event log data 

used during this case includes time stamp information, time distributions between every event can 

be formed and the total time distribution between starting and ending point can be formed as well. 

Median times between each two events can be seen from appendix 3. Since the seven days lead 

time limit is set between event “Implication to start” and “Doc Created”, those events are set as 

starting and ending point. The total time distribution between starting and ending point can be seen 

from figure 17. Count of cases running over seven days lead time limit is 920 meaning that 

approximately 22 % of all cases over run the set time limit. Lead time limit overrunning cases are 

marked as red in figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17. Total time distribution between Implication to start and Doc Created events. Y axis 

represents the count of cases and X axis represents the duration of the case using one day as a 

unit. Cases (920 cases) having duration of 8 days or over are marked as red 

 

To be able to detect bottleneck flows from the process, flow durations between every sequential 

events are detected. Median durations for these flows can be found from table 4. Additionally, 
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table 4 includes average flow duration information and information whether the flow is created 

automatically or manually. Flow durations between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” 

event are highlighted with red color since those are highest. The median duration of these cases is 

3.71 days meaning that the duration of half of the cases is less than that and the average duration 

of these cases is 5.13 days. Since the average duration is higher than the median duration, some of 

the cases needs to have a lot higher duration. That is the reason to analyze this flow more closely 

in next phase. Also, average flows between “Accepted” and “Document cancelled” events and 

between “Accepted” and “Draft Created” events are highlighted as yellow since they are much 

higher than the median duration. Again, some cases have much higher flow duration than at least 

half of the cases. Even though the median duration of both of these cases is much lower than the 

media duration between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events, these flows needs to be 

analyzed more closely in the next phase. 

 

Table 4. Average and median durations between every sequential events in unit of day. 

 

 

Secondly, the first-time-right rate is measured by comparing the predefined first-time-right process 

(appendix 4) to the discovered process from the define phase (appendix 3). The comparison is done 

by using QPR PA Conformance Analysis tool and the results are presented in weekly level. From 

figure 18 can be seen, that the conformance level (first-time-right rate, y-axis at left side of the 

diagram) varies from 78% to 100% and the number of cases varies from 18 to 759 (y-axis at right 

side of the diagram). The average nonconformance of the time interval is 15.3%. It can be noted 

that during weeks that has fewer number of cases the first-time-right rate has been higher and the 

number of complete cases decreases towards to the end of the time period. The decrease in the 
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number of complete cases is caused by the fact that the week dimension (x-axis) describes the start 

time of the case meaning that the closer the end of the time period the case has started the 

probability that the case is still in a process is higher. The main reason for the first-time-right 

violation is that the case is cancelled during the process (table 5). It is also interesting that in some 

cases two “Draft Created” events occur directly after each other. 

 

 

Figure 18. Result from conformance analysis representing weekly level of conformance and the 

weekly number of cases. 

 

Table 5. Top conformance violations, amount of them from total number of cases, violations 

impact to the end to end flow duration and impact to end to end number of steps. 
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3.2.3 Analysis for the lead time overrunning cases 

Analysis is started with high level root cause analysis for all 981 cases that run over the seven days 

lead time limit (more lead time over running cases already exists due the data update)). For the 

analysis, a tool called “Root Causes” from QPR PA Advanced and AI Analyses toolbox is used. 

Root Causes tool is a commercial version of the influence analysis by Lehto, Hinkka and Hollmén 

(2016). The goal of the tool is to find the most influencing attributes from the data and describe 

the amount of problematic cases that can be removed by changing the influencing attributes to 

follow the attribute distribution of the average case in the group of all cases.  

 

Results from Root Causes can be found from figure 19. The first percentage on left describes the 

percentage the attribute explains about the selected feature (lead time over run). The second 

column tells the attribute and the value of the attribute. The third column describes the total number 

of cases in which this specific attribute value occurs and the last column, at right, describes how 

many of all the specific attribute value having cases have the selected feature (lead time over run). 

For example in the first row, the attribute is “Expert: Task owner” and the value of it is Expert_TT. 

Total number of cases having this specific attribute value is 126 and 58% (73) cases of those are 

over running the seven days lead time limit which is 34% (42) more cases than on average. By 

changing all these 42 cases to follow the average attribute distribution, 4.3% of lead time over run 

cases (42 / 981 = 4,3%) can be removed. 
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Figure 19. Results of root cause analysis. 

 

These attribute values give valuable information related to the problematic cases. For example, 

lead time over running cases can be grouped under specific expert, supervisor, customer class and 

customer. It can be noted that the most time-consuming action, from high level perspective, is 

when the expert cancels the document handling process during the draft phase. For the further 

analysis, it is good to understand that each of these attribute values explains under 5% of the 

occurrence of the lead time over run feature meaning that there is not one certain attribute value 

causing the lead time over run. However, if these same attribute values occur during later analysis, 

it gives stronger indication that these are the attribute values that cause problems from the lead 

time over run point of view. 

 

As noted in measure phase, the flows between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events, 

“Accepted” and “Draft Created” events and “Accepted” and “Document Cancelled” events need 

to be analyzed closer. It is assumed that experts do make work related to the document handling 

process during flow between events “Implication to start” and “Draft Created”. This means that 

the time between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” is considered as working. However, it 

is also known that the experts are not forced to start the document handling process at the moment 

they receive the “Implication to start”. This means that some part of the duration between 

“Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events is waiting. The amount of waiting and the amount 

of working can’t be specified with the current data collection. 
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The analysis part starts by finding influencing factors for the cases that has long duration in the 

flow between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events. Figure 20 illustrates the shape of 

the duration distribution between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events. The 

distribution can be noted to follow quite accurately the distribution in figure 17. It can be also seen 

from the long right hand side tail of the distribution (highlighted as red) that multiple cases already 

run over the seven days lead time limit during this flow. Total number of cases running over the 

seven days lead time limit at this point is 938, which is ~21% of all cases. 

 

 

Figure 20. Duration distribution between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events in 

days. 

 

Since no specific time limit is set for each event, the influence analysis for the flow between 

“Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events is used to detect influencing factors of the cases 

running over the seven days lead time limit already in this flow. Again, it can be noted that the 

result of the root cause analysis (Figure 21), is almost identical with the results of root cause 

analysis for all the cases that run over the seven days lead time limit between events “Implication 

to start” and “Draft Created”. This finding stresses that the cases, running over the set lead time 

limit, do not have one specific feature that causes the over running since all the influencing factors 

only explain less than 5% of the selected feature. However, the root cause analysis for the cases 

that are over running the lead time limit in the flow between “Implication to start” and “Draft 

Created” events strengthen the idea that most of the problematic cases comes from Expert_TT and 

Supervisor_JJ and have Customer class 3 and have been cancelled as draft. This analysis also gives 

the idea that the most of the lead time over running cases already over run the lead time limit 

during this flow. 
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Figure 21. Results of root cause analysis for the cases that over run the seven days lead time limit 

during the flow between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events. 

 

Next, the flow between “Accepted” and “Draft Created” events is analyzed. It is known that the 

expert is able to continue the document handling process immediately after the supervisors’ 

approval. It is also known that the document moves to the event “Draft Created” at the moment 

the expert opens the document for the first time after the supervisors’ approval. This means that 

the time spend in the flow between “Accepted” and “Draft Created” events is considered as 

waiting. The number of cases going through this flow is 157, which is ~3,5% of all cases. From 

the flow duration distribution represented in figure 22, can be seen that the flow time in most cases 

is around zero days. However, the right-hand side tail of the distribution reaches to 30 days. To be 

able to detect features causing the long right hand side tail of the distribution, the root cause 

analysis is used for all the cases spending two or more days in this flow. Cases spending one day 

in this flow are not included to the analyzed cases since it is normal that the supervisor accepts the 

change request at the end of the working day and the expert is not able to proceed with the process 

until the next day. 
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Figure 22. The flow distribution between events “Accepted” and “Draft Created” in days. 

 

From the figure 23, can be seen that three locations, one supervisor and three customer classes are 

identified as influencing factors. At this point it is reasonable to note that only 35 cases, which is 

~23% of all cases going through the flow between “Accepted” and “Draft Created” events, are 

included for this analysis. That’s why these results should not be generalized for the future, but 

they can give ideas in which areas the problems may occur.  

 

As it can be seen from the figure 23, the selected feature (cases taking more than one day on this 

particular flow) can be explained from 8.2% to 11% with these attributes. By changing the attribute 

distribution of selected cases to follow the average attribute distribution of all cases, 8.2% to 11% 

of cases taking more than one day in this flow can be removed. From the figure 23 can be seen, 

that cases taking more than one day in this specific flow are coming from two specific locations 

such as Location_V_16 and Location_P_57 and from one specific supervisor such as 

Supervisor_AB. In fact, 80% of cases coming from Location_P_57 are spending more than one 

day in this flow. However, the total number of cases coming from Location_P_57 is only five, 

meaning that more data should be collected to be able to say surely whether this location is really 

causing problems or are these cases caused by process starts up. 
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Figure 23. Results from root cause analysis of cases spending more than one day in the flow 

between events “Accepted” and “Draft Created”. 

 

The last analysis on lead time related problems is done for the cases that goes through the flow 

between events “Accepted” and “Document Cancelled”. Number of cases going through this flow 

is only 21, which is roughly 0.5% of the all cases. After discussions with ICT representatives from 

the company, it is noted that this flow is caused by the problems related to the inconsistency of the 

logic that the system is using. After the supervisors acceptance the expert continue with the 

document handling process during which the document is cancelled. Since the document is saved 

for the first time after the acceptance as cancelled it does not get the status of “Draft created” again 

but it get the status of “Document Cancelled”. New feature that checks if the document already 

has the status of “Draft created” should be added to make sure that the status of “Document 

Cancelled” always follows the status of “Draft created” in these cases. Since the new feature is 

needed, the flow should not exist and only few cases uses this path, the time distribution and the 

root cause analysis is not made. 

 

3.2.4 Analysis for the first-time-right path violations 

Root Causes tool from QPR PA Conformance analysis section is used to analyze nonconforming 

cases. Top 15 contribution percentage having case attribute values are listed in Table 6, which 

includes information about case attributes and the values of them, total number of cases having 

these attribute values, the percentage of those cases that are not following the first-time-right path, 

the number of those cases that are not following the first-time-right path and the contribution to 

the existence of investigated feature (case not following first-time-right path).  
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From the results in table 6 can be seen, that the draft cancellation has the most highest contribution 

percentage. This means that most of the cases that are not following first-time-right path have been 

cancelled as draft. Since the number of nonconformance cases cancelled as draft (538 pcs) is 376 

more than the number of second most nonconformance cases (Document type 1, 162 pcs) and 

since 94% of cases cancelled as draft are nonconforming, the contribution percentage is much 

higher than the contribution percentage of any other attribute value. It can be also noted that all 

cases cancelled as draft are not seen as nonconforming. This may be caused technical problems in 

data or in implementation and this notion is inspected outside of this master thesis. 

 

Table 6. Result of root cause analysis made on nonconforming cases. 

 

 

At this point, it is reasonable to note that “Cancelled as draft”, “Back to previous process” and 

“Cancelled as complete” (Top 3 contribution feature) explains most of the nonconformance. 

However, there should exist root causes that explains the existence of these attributes. This means 

that answers to the questions such as “Why the expert has needed to cancel the document?” and 

“Why the document is needed to send back to the previous process?”. Before examining these 

questions deeper, it can be noted from the table 6 that 21-22% of cases from locations called 

Location_M_23 and Location_L_22 are not following the first-time-right path. Also, 21-22% of 

cases having supervisor values called Supervisor_JH or Supervisor_JM are not following the first-

time-right path. Interesting fact is that “Cancelled as Draft” is also noted to be influencing factor 

while analyzing lead time over running cases. 

 

To find the answer to the question “Why the expert has needed to cancel the document?”, root 

cause analysis on all cases having attribute value “x” in attribute “Cancelled as Draft” is run. Two 
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specific supervisors and two specific location are in the group of most influencing factors (figure 

24). Again, each of the factors explains only 4.3% to 6.5% of the occurrence of the draft 

cancellation, meaning no one specific attribute explaining the occurrence of the selected feature 

exists. Also, these factors do not describe the original reason for the cancellations but this 

strengthen the idea about the part of the company that needs more training in the field of document 

handling. However, if the document needs to be cancelled, it is always better to be done during the 

draft phase than after sending the complete document to the customer. 

 

 

Figure 24. Results from root cause analysis for Cancelled as Draft X. 

 

As a continuation for the question “Why the expert has needed to cancel the document?”, the root 

cause analysis is run on all the cases that have been cancelled as complete versions. It is known 

that all these cases have been sent to the customer before they are cancelled and that is why these 

cases are more critical from the customer satisfaction point of view - who would like to get a faulty 

product?  

 

From the figure 25, can be seen that the most influencing factor for complete document 

cancellation is that the document is needed to be sent back to the previous process and the second 

most influencing factor is that the specific value in the document is changed. The total number of 

other influencing factors (Customer type 1, Document type 1 and Supervisort_MU) is that high 

(513-1069) that they can be expected to include some cases that have been cancelled as complete 

versions and that is why those factors are not seen meaningful.  
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It is interesting to note that even the most influencing factor is related to sending the document 

back to the previous process, the change in number of rows of the document is not seen as an 

influencing factor. That is interesting because the change in the number of rows is noted to be one 

reason to send the document back to the previous process in this implementation. This notion may 

be caused by the fact that the back to previous process attribute may occur incorrectly in cases that 

have not been sent back to the previous process as noted in chapter 3.1 or it may indicate that the 

change in the number of rows of the document is not the only reason to send the document back 

to the previous process. 

 

 

Figure 25. Results from root cause analysis for Cancelled as Complete X. 

 

The last question that needs to be analyzed is “Why the document is needed to send back to the 

previous process?”. For the analysis the root cause analysis is run over all the cases that have been 

sent back to the previous process, ~2% of all cases. The results of the root cause analysis are 

present in the Figure 26. The interesting notion is that the most influencing factor for these cases 

is that “Cancelled as Complete” attribute has value “X” and the second most influencing factor is 

that “Cancelled as Draft” attribute has value “X”. The reason why this notion is interesting is that 

most of these cases have went all the way to the customer before they have been sent back to the 

previous process. From the results can be seen Customer type 1 and document type 1 are included 

to the top 5 most influencing factors for this feature. However, the volume of cases having 

Customer type 1 and/or document type 1 is that high that this notion can be seen as an expected 

cause.  
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Interestingly almost all the documents (15/17 = 88%) in which the specific value is changed 

afterward, have been sent back to the previous process even though the change in the specified 

value does not require sending the document back to the previous process but it restarts the 

documentation process.  As it is noted in chapter 3.1, the “X” value, in the send back to the previous 

process attribute, is added to all the cancelled documents having the same parent document than 

the document that is actually sent back to the previous process. Since all documents, in which the 

specific value in the document is changed, are cancelled, it is possible that some of them are seen 

to be sent back to the previous process incorrectly. However, the amount of the incorrect data can’t 

be inspected with the current data collection system because it is impossible to say which one of 

the documents have been actually sent back to the previous process and which one have not.  

 

 

Figure 26. Results from root cause analysis for Back to previous process equals X. 

 

As a summary, following notions are made during analysis phase. It can be clearly noticed that the 

bottleneck of the process is the flow between “Implication to start” and “Draft Created” event since 

the median and average duration and the standard deviation of it is much higher than in any other 

flow. However, not a clear root cause for a long flow duration can’t be detected. Event though not 

one clear root cause factor can’t be recognized, multiple smaller factors such as specific expert 

(Exper_TT), supervisor (Supervisor_JJ), customer (Customer_F) and type of customer (Customer 

class 3) are noticed.  

 

It is noted that the flow between “Accepted” and “Draft Created” events vary a lot. Yet again, not 

one clear root cause for a long flow duration can’t be detected. However, specific customer type 
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(Customer class 2), locations of expert teams (Location_V_16 and Location_P_57) and supervisor 

(Supervisor_AB) are noted to be the influencing factors for longer durations. 

 

Cases that are not following the first-time-right path can be noted to be cancelled or sent back to 

previous process in the most cases. Meaning that some problems in the document exists or a habit 

to restart the documentation process for some, maybe not necessary, reasons exists. It is also noted 

that most influencing factors for first-time-right path violations are specific locations of experts 

teams such as Location_M_23 or Location_L_22 and supervisors such as Supervisor_JH and 

Supervisor_JM. During the further analysis, on cases that are cancelled as draft, same influencing 

factors are noticed. 

 

It is important to note that the Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ) or the costs of producing one document 

are not defined during analysis phase. This is caused by the fact that measures for those purposes 

are not defined and present. However, it should be understood that experts are not only fulfilling 

these documents but they are having also other duties. That it is why it is hard to define the amount 

of work that the expert is used to complete the document handling process with the current data 

collection. To be able to define COPQ or the costs of producing one document, the effort put in 

the documentation and waiting time should be able to be separated and defined accurately. 

 

3.2.5 Improvement areas and process controlling system 

During improvement phase suggestions for possible improvements are provided to the case 

company. First, improvements related to the lead time overrun are considered. As noted at the end 

of analysis phase, one specific root cause for lead time overrun can’t be detected. However, 

multiple smaller root causes are noted. These root causes are detected to be locations of expert 

teams, such as Location_V_16 and Location_P_57, and supervisors under whom experts work, 

such as Supervisor_JJ and Supervisor_AB. This information enable to target the document 

handling related training for specific groups of people. It is reasonable to start making 

improvements to these area since they are the most influencing factors to the lead time over run as 

noted in analysis phase. 

 

By using Root Causes analysis and sorting contributions to ascending order, it is possible to find 

groups and locations of experts that are performing better. This information can be used for 
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example to arrange discussions between groups of experts that are performing in different levels. 

From figure 27, can be seen top 5 negative contribution to the lead time over run between 

“Implication to start” and “Draft Created” events having factors. As it is noticed in the measure 

phase of DMAIC, around 21% of all cases are over running the set lead time limit. However, only 

13% of cases that has Supervisor_JP are over run the set lead time limit, meaning that the experts 

working under Supervisor_JP are performing approximately 8% better than the average expert in 

the group of all experts.  

 

As a recap, 58% of cases that has Supervisor_JJ are over run the set lead time limit, meaning that 

the experts working under Supervisor_JJ are performing approximately 35% worse than the 

average expert in the group of all experts. As a knowledge improvement, Supervisor_JP should 

have discussion with Supervisor_JJ and all the notions from that discussion should be gathered for 

further conclusions. This part of the project can’t be performed via process mining and that’s why 

it is left out from this master thesis, but it is presented to the case company as one possible form 

to make improvement. The same analysis could be done for the specific expert location such as 

Location_K, since only 15% of cases coming from that location are overrunning the set lead dime 

limit. However, it is known that Supervisor_JP is the supervisor of the team located in Location_K 

and that’s why these two factors are correlating with each other. 

 

 

Figure 27. Ascending ordered contributions to lead time over run between “Implication to start” 

and “Draft Created” events 

 

It is good to note that only improvements related to overrun of set lead time limit between events 

“Implication to start” and “Draft Created” is discussed, but no improvements related to the long 
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durations between events “Accepted” and “Draft Created”. Later improvements are not discussed 

since the amount of data going through that flow is small compared to the amount of total dataset, 

making any analysis related to that flow uncertain. That’s why it is important that the case company 

understands that this master thesis has shown that problems related to that flow may exists and the 

number of problematic cases should be measured again later. 

 

Next, improvements related to the first-time-right rate are present. Most influencing individual 

factors that are detected during analysis phase are locations, such as Location_M_23, 

Location_L_22, and supervisors, such as Supervisor_JH and Supervisor_JM. Again, to be able to 

detect negative contribution having factors, Root cause analysis is run and results are sorted to 

ascending order by contribution % (Table 7). 

 

Table 7. Ascending ordered root causes for first-time-right violations. 

 

 

As a contrast to the aforementioned supervisor attribute values, Specific supervisors such as 

Supervisor_JP, Supervisor_Mk and Supervisor_JM are having negative contribution percentage, 

varying from -2% to -3%, to the first-time-right violations and their nonconformance percentage 

vary from 6% to 9%. This means that experts working under these supervisors makes between 12 

- 16 %-units less documents that are not following first-time-right path than experts working under 

Supervisor_JH and Supervisor_JM. That is why it would be reasonable to gather all 

aforementioned supervisors to have discussion with each other about the document handling 

process and gather all the conclusions for further analysis. 
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Since no one specific feature for document cancellation as draft or as complete or for sending the 

document back to the previous process is detected during analysis phase, no improvements that 

prevents these actions can be specified. This can be caused by the fact that not enough data is 

gathered from the process or the gathered data is not about the existence of these actions. That’s 

why more factors related to the question “Why the document is needed to be cancelled?” should 

be identified and the data collection for those factors should be added. 

 

As it can be noted, only factors such as departments or supervisors that effect to the number of 

problematic cases can be detected. This means that not a real root causes that for example causes 

document cancellation, can be found. One reason for this may be the fact that the event called 

“Draft Created” includes all the actions, that the expert needs to do for the document, and all the 

waiting time before the expert starts to create the document. From the improvement point of view, 

at least waiting time and the working time should be separated. With the separation it could be 

possible to detect whether some experts systematically wait longer before starting to create the 

document than others. 

 

Figure 28 illustrated the beginning of the defined first-time-right process that is upgraded 

accordingly. In the upgraded process the “Draft Created” event is separated into two events “Wait 

experts’ actions” and “Expert working”. Also, the loop (red arrow) between these two new events 

is added. The idea of the loop is to describe whether the expert is having the document opened 

(working on it) or is the document closed (waiting for customers response et cetera). 

 

Figure 28. Example of improved process 
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The data collection of cases that are sent back to the previous process should be improved in a way 

that the event can be linked to only one document. After that, “sent back to the previous process” 

can be added to the process model as an event instead of an attribute. This improvement requires 

that the task, that is created while the document is sent back to previous process, includes document 

level information such as Document ID. 

 

From the control phase point of view automatically updating KPI measurements are defined in 

QPR PA Dashboards section. Figure 29 presents the KPI development from lead time point of 

view in a weekly level as median and average durations of cases that has started during that specific 

week. For the first-time-right rate development, KPI that presents the amount of cases that are not 

following the first-time-right path (figure 30). The idea of both of these KPIs is to give high level 

information to the business development team of case company about the process performance. 

Since this is the first time the business development team is able to see this kind of information 

about the process performance only high level KPIs are provided. The idea of using QPR PA 

dashboard for the business development team reporting is that they can easily modify the report 

for further analysis fastly since all the data is already in the QPR PA tool in form of the event log. 

 

 

Figure 29. Visual KPI for process lead time tracking. 
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Figure 30. Visual KPI for process first-time-right rate tracking. 

 

To be able to release the business value from the KPI measures, the measurement system needs to 

be provided to the operational management such as expert team supervisors in order to make it 

possible for them to follow the performance of their team. The case company have already 

predefined one specific business intelligence tool as their business reporting tool and that is why 

any KPI measures from QPR PA dashboard tool are not provided to the operational management. 

That’s why the KPI measurement system is also build with the predefined reporting tool by using 

the event log, formed for the PM algorithms, and the data calculated in the Conformance Analysis 

tool. The dashboard for the operational management can be seen in the figure 31. With the 

dashboard the performance of the process can be viewed in the department, expert or case level. 
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Figure 31. KPI dashboard for the operational management 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Summary of findings 

 

Three main findings are made during the case part of the thesis; both of problematic (lead time 

overrunning and not first-time-right path following) cases can be found via PM, all the root causes 

behind the problems can’t be detected and the current data collection for the case process does not 

provide all needed information. More specifically lead time overrunning cases are detected by 

selecting all the cases having more than seven days flow duration between “Implication to start” 

and “Doc Created” events. Cases that are not following first-time-right path are detected by 

comparing ideal process and the discovered process with Conformance Analysis tool. Some of the 

high-level root causes for the problematic cases, such as slowly functioning expert team locations 

and supervisors of the teams, are found by using Root Causes tool. However, real root causes such 

as reasons behind document cancellation can’t be expressed with the existing data model.  

 

Lastly, the current data collection is inadequate because of the following reasons: 1. Case level 

information about all the steps of the process can’t be defined correctly such as “send back to 

previous process” step because it can’t be targeted accurately to the case level. That is why it is 

added as an attribute. 2. Process step “Draft created” includes multiple actual process steps that 

can’t be separated as an individual process steps with the current data collection. 3. Real waiting 

and working time can’t be defined unambiguously and that is why the Cost of the Poor Quality 

and the cost of producing one document can’t be defined. 4. No data about all the useful attributes 

exists. For example, it can’t be shown whether the customer is involved to the document creation 

process or not. 

 

These findings can be used to answer to the research question to which this master thesis strive to 

research the answer. As reminder, the research question was defined as follows: 

 

“Is it possible to combine Lean Six Sigma DMAIC improvement steps and Process Mining 

algorithms in a way that can be used to find cases exceeding seven days lead time or that are not 

following the first-time-right process?” 
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According to the case study, it can be noted that LSS DMAIC improvement steps and PM can be 

combined in a way that cases exceeding seven days lead time or cases that are not following the 

first-time-right process can be found. Actually, these problematic cases are already found during 

Measure phase of the DMAIC. However, few features from the event log and the process 

management point of views are required. At first, the event log needs to contain timestamp 

information for the process starting and process ending events to ensure that the flow durations 

between these events can be measured. Without flow duration measurement it is not possible to 

define the case duration. Secondly, the ideal process to which the discovered process is compared 

needs to be defined. This requires definitions from the process management and the modeling of 

the process in a way that the used tool can interpret it. 

 

4.2 Conclusions drawn by results 

 

The combination of LSS DMAIC and PM can be concluded to bring advantages from three points 

of view: process performance, data quality and service quality. Process performance and data 

quality can be said to be the most obvious advantage areas since the recognition of improvement 

areas from the process can help to improve process performance, in this case internal process 

performance. Furthermore, the evaluation of the implementation works and the use of PM tools 

such as Process Discovery and Root Causes can help to understand the data quality requirements. 

These requirements include the simplest unique CaseID and Event ID but deeper analysis such as 

lead time analysis and Root Cause analysis requires timestamps and other extra attributes related 

to the feature under investigation.  

 

Advantages from the service quality point of view may not be that clear since the focus of this case 

study is to find performance improvement areas from the process. However, since the process is 

meant to produce the document for the customer within seven days it is obvious that each day that 

overruns the set limit reduces credibility of the service. In addition, cases that are needed to be 

cancelled by the customer work the same way. It is also noted that the customer can be involved 

in the document creation process but the involvement can’t be proven by the data. If information 

about the involvement of the customer would have been part of the data, this could have been seen 

to effect to the document cancellation do by the customers. However, this statement can’t be 

proven but obviously the process mining project has shown that the need for this information exists 
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and through these observations the advantages from the service quality point of view could be 

made. 

 

Data quality point of view is emphasized during the case study since not enough data collection to 

model all the real process steps and all the influencing attributes exists. While implementing PM 

tool and while analyzing the process with the implemented tool, the quality of the current data is 

inspected closely and the quality requirements from the PM point of view are emphasized. Since 

the data quality requirements may be not discussed while implementing the original IT tool, that 

is used to execute the process, problems related to the data availability and accessibility can exists. 

Van Geffen and Niks (2013) also stress that the data availability, accessibility, format quality and 

meaning may cause problems. As a result of the case study, the improvements in the area of data 

collection are needed. For example, with the current data collection the part of the process lead 

time that consists waiting can’t be separated from the part that consist working. That’s why data 

collection that separates waiting from the working should be implemented. Also, Van Geffen and 

Niks (2013) note that checking alternatives to collect data can be a way to solve some problems 

related to data quality point of view. 

 

Since the case study has shown that the combination of LSS DMAIC and PM can be used to find 

cases that are overrunning the set lead time limit and cases that are not following the first-time-

right path, the combination of LSS DMAIC and PM can be concluded to have positive potential 

in the area of business process development. However, to be able to find real root causes behind 

problematic cases all the influencing attributes should be identified and added to the data model. 

The identification of the influencing attributes can be argued to be not fully successful during the 

case study since more influencing factors should have been identified. That is the reason why more 

techniques for influencing factor identification should be used during the case implementation. 

 

One of the important conclusion made during the case study is that if process performance control 

system needs to be shared in corporate or companywide manner, two different KPI measurement 

systems is needed to be built. The KPI measurement system is implemented in two ways because 

the end users, such as operation managers, are used to use the predefined business intelligence 

reporting tool, that they use to control predefined KPIs. However, the process development team 

members needs to do multiple different analysis fast and that’s why they use QPR PA Dashboard 
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tool that is built for the faster and deeper process analysis since no extra data flows from the QPR 

database to the extra third-party reporting tools is needed to be build. Even though the PM tool has 

dashboard view functionalities to for the control phase of DMAIC, it cannot replace the corporate 

level business intelligence reporting tool since highly planned and implemented practices for using 

one specific reporting tool exists. This obviously adds the workload if one is implementing and 

sharing any dashboard as a company or a corporate wide manner. 

 

4.3 Recommendations for further research 

 

At first, it is needed to be understood that the case study considers a relatively short and simple 

process. The process has only 13 different events and the formed event log consists only of few 

thousand cases. For the further research, more complex process with more data should be analyzed 

with the combination of LSS DMAIC and PM.  

 

Secondly, the cost of poor quality, such as cost of the case that is not following the first-time-right 

path, and cost of producing one document can’t be detected and therefore the ordering of the 

improvement areas can’t be made. The further research, should focus on analyzing if the additional 

knowledge related to the cost of poor quality and cost of producing one document has any effect 

on the analysis and methods that needs to be used during the analysis. 

 

Thirdly, one of the main types of PM, enhancement, is not used during the case study. As the 

enhancement means updating the ideal process to be closer with the real process by repairing or 

extending, such an action is not reasonable to be implemented at this point. One of the reasons for 

ignoring enhancement is that the data collection of the case process is incomplete and problems to 

present all the process steps exists. If the data gathering would consist all the process steps, it 

would have been possible to consider whether some of the process steps should have been added 

to or removed from the ideal process. To be able to state any advantages that enhancement methods 

can offer from the process performance development point of view, the usage of enhancement 

methods and tools during the LSS DMAIC steps should be researched more closely.
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6 APPENDIX 

 

Appendix 1. Definition of case, trace and event log (Van der Aalst, W. 2011.) 

 

 

 

 



 

   

 

Appendix 2. Discovered process without filtering. All the starting flows are highlighted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   

 

Appendix 3. Filtered process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   

 

Appendix 4. Process map of first-time-right process. 

 

 


